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Ladies and Gentlemen:

DOCKET NUMBER 50-483
CALLAWVAY PLANT UNIT 1

UNION ELECTRIC CO.
FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NPF-30

REQUEST FOR AUTHORIZATION FOR USE OF
DELTA PROTECTION RESPIRATORY PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

Pursuant to the provision of 10 CFR 20.1703, "Use of Individual Respiratory
Protection Equipment," and 10 CFR 20.1705, "Application for use of higher assigned
protection factors," Union Electric Company (AmerenUE) is requesting an
authorization to use French designed self fed respiratory equipment with an assigned
protection factor (APF).

Specifically, AmerenUE has identified the Delta Protection Mururoa BLU self fed
single use suits, and Mururoa V4 Fl and V4 MTH2 air supplied single use suits as
having benefits from a contamination control, heat stress reduction, and respiratory
protection point of view. These suits have no NIOSH approval for use as a respirator
in the United States. Pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1703(b), AmerenUE must request
authorization for use of equipment that has not been tested or certified by NIOSH, or
for which there is no schedule for testing or certification. Pursuant to 10 CFR
20.1705, AmerenUE must obtain authorization from the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission before using assigned protection factors in excess of those specified in
Appendix A of 10 CFR 20. Since these suits have no NIOSH approval for use as a
respirator in the United States, AmerenUE is requesting authorization for their use as
respiratory protection equipment and assignment of a protection factor. Additionally,
AmerenUE is requesting exemption from 10 CFR 20.1703(f), which requires
provision of the standby rescue persons.

Enclosure 1 provides the documentation supporting this request. As described in the
enclosure, approval of the request would improve worker safety in areas of airborne
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radioactivity and high potential for facial/skin contamination from hot particles. In
addition, the full body cooling effect will help us eliminate concerns that have come
up in the past outages regarding heat stress. This will result in reduced outage time,
as well as the reduction of personal contamination events. This request satisfies the
requirements of 10 CFR 20.2301 in that it is authorized by law and will not result in
undue hazard to life or property.

Enclosure 2 lists AmerenUE's commitments contained in this letter.

Approval of this request will allow AmerenUE to proceed with procedure changes
and complete training necessary for the use of the Mururoa model V4 F4, V4 MTH2,
and BLU suits prior to our next refueling outage. Therefore, AmerenUE is requesting
approval by August 1, 2005 in order to support use during the fall 2005 refueling
outage.

If you have any questions regarding this submittal, please contact Mr. Keith D.
Young, Manager - Regulatory Affairs at (573) 676-8659 or Mr. Dave Shafer,
Superintendent - Licensing at (314) 554-3104.

Sincerely,

Chris R.,Vounie
Manager Callaway Operations

BFH/
Enclosure: 1 Exemption / Approval Request

2 List of Commitments
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cc:Mr. Bruce S. Mallett
Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011-4005

Senior Resident Inspector
Callaway Resident Office
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
8201 NRC Road
Steedman, MO 65077

Mr. Jack N. Donohew (2 copies)
Licensing Project Manager, Callaway Plant
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 7E1
Washington, DC 20555-2738

Missouri Public Service Commission
Governor Office Building
200 Madison Street
PO Box 360
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0360
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

10 CFR 20.1703(b) indicates that all respiratory equipment that is not certified by NIOSH
must be submitted to the NRC for analysis and approval based on quantified test data. 10
CFR 20.1705 requires authorization from the Commission before using Assigned
Protection Factor (APF) in excess of those specified in Appendix A.

In addition, 10 CFR 20.1703(f) requires provision of standby rescue persons, whenever
an unaided individual would have difficulty in extricating himself or herself from an
atmosphere supplying suit.

AmerenUE proposes the use of the Mururoa "fully enclosed suit" models BLU (self fed
single use suits), and V4 F1 and V4MTH2 (air supplied single use suits) manufactured by
Delta Protection, France. The purpose of this letter is to request approval for the use of
the suits from Delta Protection and for authorization to use an APF of 2000 with the
Mururoa suits. And, because of the advanced safety features for emergency breathing
and emergency escape built into these models, AmerenUE requests approval for the use
of the Mururoa suits without dedicated rescue personnel.

1.2 REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

1.2.1 Requirements of 10 CFR 20.1703 and Appendix A

The following regulatory requirements are relevant to this request.

10 CFR 20.1703, Use of Individual Respiratory Protection Equipment, requires
that if a licensee assigns or permits the use of respiratory protection equipment to
limit the intake of radioactive material, (a) the licensee shall use only respiratory
protection equipment that is tested and certified by NIOSH.

10 CFR 20.1703(b) allows that if the licensee wishes to use equipment that has
not been tested or certified by NIOSH, or for which there is no schedule for
testing or certification, the licensee shall submit an application to the NRC for
authorized use of this equipment.

10 CFR 20.1703(f) requires provision of standby rescue persons, whenever an
unaided individual would have difficulty in extricating himself or herself from an
atmosphere-supplying suits.

10 CFR 20.1705, Application for Use of Higher Assigned Protection Factors,
requires that the licensee shall obtain authorization from the Commission before
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using assigned protection factors in excess of those specified in Appendix A to
Part 20.

Appendix A, Assigned Protection Factors lists as item II, Atmosphere supplying
respirators (particulate, gases and vapors), Suit in a continuous flow operating
mode, no NIOSH approval schedule is currently available for atmosphere
supplying suits. This equipment may be used in an acceptable respiratory
protection program as long as all the other minimum program requirements with
the exception of fit testing, are met (i.e., 10 CFR 20.1703).

Therefore, based on the above requirements, AmerenUE must obtain approval for the use
of the respiratory protection suits and assignment of a protection factor for the suits.

1.2.2 Criteria for Application

The NRC has established certain criteria that permit a licensee to request an exemption
from regulatory requirements. These criteria are established in 10 CFR 20.2301 and are:

"The Commission may, upon application by a licensee or upon its own initiative
grant an exemption from the requirements of the regulations in this part, it is
determines the exemption is authorized by law and would not result in undue
hazard to life or property."

The NRC has authority under 10 CFR 20.1703(b) and 10 CFR 20.1705 to grant
exemptions from the requirements of NRC regulations. Therefore, this requested
exemption is "authorized by law", as required by 10 CFR 20.2301. The technical
justification demonstrates that there will be no undue hazard to life or property. Several
models of the Mururoa suit product line from Delta Protection has been approved for use
in commercial nuclear power plants including Duke Energy Corporation by NRC letter
dated June 30, 2003 and Exelon Generation Company by NRC letter dated January 31,
2005. In addition, the Mururoa suits have been widely used in western European nuclear
power plants for more than 20 years. This equipment is also sold and used in China,
South Africa and South America.

2.0 TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION

2.1 SCOPE

AmerenUE reviewed the following documents from Delta Protection, France:

(a) Users and Maintenance Guide for the Suits and the Blowing Unit

(b) European Standard EN 1073-1 (Attachment 2.5.8)
(c) Test Report #200323085/2120 (Attachment 2.5.3)
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(d) Certificate No. for Mururoa BLU suits
(e) Technical information on Mururoa V4 model ventilated suits
(f) European Standard CEN/TC 162 N 738 for ventilated protective clothing
(g) Protection Factor determined during fit test exercises for V4 FI
(h) Certificate No. 0073/197/162/12/97/0028 for Mururoa V4 F1 issued by the

Institute for Nuclear Protection and Security
(i) User Instructions for Mururoa V4 F1 and V4 MTH2
(j) Certificate No. 0073/197/162/01/96/0001 issued for Mururoa V4 MTH2 by the

Institute for Nuclear Protection and Security
(k) Protection Factor determined during fit test exercises for V4 MTH2

The European Standards (Attachment 2.5.8 and 2.5.10) requires that suit material be
tested for resistance to abrasion, flex cracking, puncture, blocking, tear and flammability,
strength of seams, joins and assemblies, damage resistance of exhaust valves, designed
flow rates for pressure range of supplied air, noise level and quality of the visor.
According to the testing standard, three workers should perform standard exercises, each
wearing two different suits inside a chamber filled with a test agent (Sodium Chloride)
and measure the leakages during the exercise regimen lasting 20 minutes. Operating
parameters are set to manufacturer's instructions. Standard exercises include walking on
a treadmill at 2 mph (3 minutes), moving arms up and down above head while looking
upward (3 minutes) and squatting continuously (3 minutes). To ensure worker's comfort,
2 additional practical exercises - walking at 2 mph (5 minutes) and loading a bucket with
wood chips from the base of a hopper and emptying it into the opening on top (15
minutes) - should be performed by two workers at specified air flow rates.

Test Report No 200323085/2120 (Attachment 2.5.3) states that the Mururoa BLU passed
in all categories tested and provided a protection factor greater than 20,000. Certificate
No. 0073/197/162/12/97/0028 (Attachment 2.5.12) states that the Mururoa V4 F1 passed
in all categories tested and provided a protection factor greater than 50,000. Certificate
No. 0073/197/162/01/96/0001 (Attachment 2.5.14) states that the Mururoa V4 MTH2
passed in all categories tested and provided a protection factor greater than 50,000.
Please note that the term 'protection factor' used in the European Standard is equivalent to
the 'fit factor' used in the United States and is not the same as the Assigned Protection
Factor used in 10 CFR 20. Based on a review of the manufacturer's documentation, the
Mururoa model suits represent a better design than the currently approved "bubble hood"
and "rain suit" combination and provide better worker protection with the data supporting
an APF of 2000. In addition, the self fed suit will allow the use of advanced protection
without the need of supplied air hose lines, which can be cumbersome, and limiting from
a performance perspective in various applications.
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2.2 REFERENCES

1. 10 CFR 20.1703 Use of individual respiratory protection equipment.

2. 10 CFR 20.1705 Application for use of high assigned protection factors.

3. Appendix A to 10 CFR 20 Assigned Protection Factors for Respirators.
4. Regulatory Guide 8.15, Rev 1 Acceptable Programs for Respiratory Protection.
5. NUREG-0041 Manual of Respiratory Protection Against Airborne Radioactive

Materials.
6. European Standard EN 1083-1 (Attachment 2.5.8).

7. Test Report #200323085/2120 for the Mururoa BLU suit, dated

8. European Standard CENRC 162 N 738 (July 1996).

9. EC Type Examination Certificate No. 0073/197/162/12/97/0028 for the Mururoa
V4 FI suit, dated December 10, 1997.

10. EC Type Examination Certificate No. 0073/197/162/12/96/0001 for the Mururoa
V4 MTH2 suit, dated January 10, 1996.

2.3 DISCUSSION

AmerenUE recently had the opportunity to evaluate the information supplied for the
Mururoa BLU self fed single use suits, and the Mururoa V4 Fl and V4 MTH2 air
supplied single use suits manufactured by Delta Protection, 30200 Bagnols su C'eze,
France. The results of the test evaluation have been documented.

2.3.1 Suit Construction

The Mururoa model BLU suits meet the European Standard EN.1073-1 and the
manufacturer is ISO 9002 certified. The Mururoa models V4 F1 and V4 MTH2 suits
meet IS0 81 94 and the European Standard EN.NF 1073-1 and the manufacturer is ISO
9001 certified. The manufacturer indicates that approximately 60,000 Mururoa style
garments/suits are used by European Nuclear Power plants each year.

The Mururoa suits have the following desirable features that are not available in the
"bubblehoods" and "rain suits" manufactured in the United States:

1) One piece single use suit that includes welded gloves and booties with tie
straps

2) Fire proof (up to 65 deg C)
3) Made of PVC or Ethyfuge (vinyl acetate) with reinforced elbows, knees and

crotch areas.
4) Dual zippers - metal zipper inside and plastic zipper outside
5) Helmet made of clear PVC material that provides distortion-free vision and

large enough for wearing a headset
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6) Welded sleeve to insert communication cable
7) A removable strip near the mouth that could be used for emergency

breathing in case of loss of supplied air
8) An egress strip stretching from left arm, over the head, to right arm that is

used for undressing and for self-rescue in an emergency, such as loss of
supplied air

9) Two exhaust valves that provide.ventilation, and also protect from
overpressure

10) Very low noise level at maximum air flow
11) Air flow to hands, feet, face and chest.

All the Mururoa suits are designed for single use. The primary applications consist of
preventing penetration of solid and liquid particles, radioactive and toxic particles, plus
microorganisms. There are two exhaust vents on the back - one behind the neck and one
at lower back. The exhaust vents have patented magnetic seals to prevent any entry of
contaminants if powered air is lost. The suits are made of non-flammable PVC or
polyethylene/vinyl acetate (Ethyfuge) which is fully incinerable. The suits should not be
brought in direct contact with any material colder than 41 deg F or hotter than 140 deg F.
Open flames or sparks could melt or perforate the skin. There is a shelf-life of 3 years for
the suits and storage between 32 deg F and 140 deg F in original packing is required by
manufacturer.

The Mururoa BLU Self Fed single use suit is powered by a Micronel Powered Air
Purifying blowing unit. The battery powered blowing unit has the capability to run for a
minimum of four (4) hours, while supplying air to the user at 600 L/min or 20 CFM. In
addition, the unit can operate at a lower air flow rate of 400 L/min, or 14 CFM for longer
periods of time. A warning alarm is present if the units supplied voltage is not reached,
or if the airflow is not reaching the minimum required, such as during long usage periods
approaching 4 hours in duration. The battery unit is capable of supporting a minimum of
500 charges. The unit uses four (4) High capacity, high efficiency (HEPA) Pro 2000
filter cartridges "PF10 P3" that are designed for single use. All particle filters have a 10
year shelf life as indicated by the manufacturer. The blowing unit is inserted into a pouch
that is inside the suit, thus preventing exposure to contamination. The unit is then
connected to an internal distribution network for full body cooling and respiratory
protection. Noise level is kept below 75 DB. Air flows through manifolds to the chest,
hands and feet.

Air hoses of any length can be used with the Mururoa V4 F1 and V4 MTH2 single use
suits. For the Mururoa model V4 F1 suit breathing air is required at 85 psig measured at
the inlet. A regulator at the inlet can adjust the air flow from 41 CFM maximum to 9
CFM at the minimum. The regulator cannot shut off the air supply to ensure user safety.
Noise level is kept between 76 dB at maximum air flow to 58 dB at minimum air flow.
Air flows through manifolds to the chest, hands and feet.
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For the Mururoa model V4 MTH2 suit breathing air is required at about the same
pressure (87 psig) as model V4 F1 suit. The regulator can adjust air flow between 17
CFM to 38 CFM. Noise level varies from 66 dB at minimum air flow to 76 dB at
maximum air flow. There are two additional air vents near the chin for cooling the face.
The Mururoa air supplied single use suits are approved for use with 16 different fittings
in Europe and can be fitted with Schrader or Foster or CEJN fitting.

2.3.2 Safety Features of Mururoa BLU self fed suits and V4 F1 and V4 MTH2 air
supplied suits

The Mururoa model BLU, V4 Fl, and V4 MTH2 suits are light-weight (2.5 ibs), made of
fire-retardant material and can be used in temperatures up to 140 deg F. Contact with
open flames or grinding/welding sparks is prohibited. Built-in gloves, booties with
binding ties, reinforced elbows, knees and crotch protect against accidental tear, puncture
and cracking. A transparent helmet with 6" X 8" clear face plate provides distortion-free
view. Dual magnetic ventilation valves provide needed ventilation and relief of excess
pressure in case suit is squeezed/pinched unexpectedly. In case of loss of air, the user can
remove the mouth strip and move the opening close to his face, or enlarge the opening, to
breathe outside air. Alternately, the user can pull the escape strip from either forearm,
over the head and towards the other forearm, and rip the suit in two halves. This escape
strip is normally used for egress from the suit when the work activity has been completed.

The Mururoa suit design does not permit its use in an immediately dangerous to life and
health (IDLH) atmosphere. AmerenUE plans to use this suit for protection against
radioactive particulate contamination only. The Mururoa suits are also not designed for
use with any personal cooling units such as a Vortex tube, but can be used with a cooling
vest supplied by the manufacturer, if desired.

2.3.3 Test Conclusion

Based on the information received from the manufacturer, AmerenUE has determined
that the Mururoa BLU self fed suits, and Mururoa V4 F1 and V4 MTH2 air supplied suits
offer a safer and more efficient means to protect workers in areas of high radiological
contamination and in areas where there is a potential for airborne contamination. The
existing rain suits and bubblehoods provide cooling only to the head and force workers to
wear the ensemble in a manner that makes self-rescue nearly impossible, thus requiring a
rescue worker to be stationed nearby. Ease of removal of the Mururoa suits provides for
more desirable self- rescue features, and provides a means to undress that minimizes the
potential for personnel contamination events. In addition, the powered air approach
enables free and clear movement, thus ridding ourselves of the undesirable task of
running hose lines within the work environment.
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2.3.4 Implementation

AmerenUE has a respiratory program in full compliance with 10 CFR 20. The Mururoa
BLU self fed single use suits, and V4 F1 and V4 MTH2 air supplied single use suits will
be integrated into Callaway's respiratory program using the information provided by the
manufacturer. Plant procedures will be revised to ensure single use only and appropriate
suit disposal after each use. New lesson plans will be developed to train workers on
Mururoa suits features, donning, use, removal and disposal after each use, cautions and
use of mouth strip and tear off strips for routine and emergency egress. Radiation
Protection personnel will be provided additional training for selection, approval, issue,
equipment set-up, operation and maintenance instructions for each of the Mururoa suits.
The Mururoa suits safety features, namely the tear-off mouth strip and the emergency
tear-off strip, make it unnecessary for any standby rescue person. Further justification for
eliminating the rescue person provision include the fact that workers wearing suits are
typically under continuous surveillance by Radiation Protection technicians using remote
video monitoring or under direct Radiation Protection surveillance at the job location due
to radiological conditions. The ability to eliminate the rescue worker is also an ALARA
consideration since the work areas where air-supplied suits are used are typically areas
with higher radiation and contamination levels. Cavity decon, equipment decon are
specifically targeted for the use of the Mururoa BLU self fed single use suit. These areas
would benefit by the elimination of air lines, which may be a hindrance to overall outage
performance.

AmerenUE will use the Corrective Action Request System (CARS) to document any
unexpected problems and track corrective actions taken. Problems associated with the
suits will be communicated to the manufacturer to ensure that operating experience is
shared with other users. A relationship with the manufacturer will also be developed that
allows operating experience from other users to be incorporated into AmerenUE
processes. AmerenUE will be pleased to share this experience with the NRC and other
utilities that may be interested in the Mururoa suits. Delta Protection has in place a
vendor-user alert system so as to report any deviations, or deficiencies within the product
and manufacturing process should they arise. The manufacturer is subjected to checks
from the International Product Safety News (IPSN) to insure the product has no risk of
injury to the user. A second organization called Quality Service Association (ASQUAL)
performs annual inspections of the factory to certify that the product manufactured is of
the same quality approved by the IPSN Notified Body. Several destructive/non-
destructive tests are performed by the manufacturer for each order received from clients.
Any defects reported by clients, investigations and corrective actions are documented.
Customers are notified of any problems and products are recalled if necessary. This
information is made available to ASQUAL for their annual inspections.

AmerenUE currently uses the bubblehood for jobs involving high potential for skin
contamination from discrete radioactive particles and to prevent intake of airborne
contaminates. Because the bubblehood covers only the face and torso, workers have to
wear protective clothing, 2 pairs of gloves, rubber shoes and cotton booties and tape for
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sealing. Chances of cross contamination during undressing/exit from contaminated areas
are high. The Mururoa suits offer a better alternative (with their unitized construction
and ease of removal) and should protect the worker much better against facial/skin
contamination and airborne radioactivity. Approval of a protection factor of 2000 for the
Mururoa suits would allow use of the Mururoa suits in AmerenUE's efforts to control
contamination incidents and prevent intakes during operational activities at the Callaway
Plant.

2.4 CONCLUSION

AmerenUE requests the approval for the use of the suits as per 10 CFR 20.1703(b) which
requires use of respiratory protection equipment that is tested and certified by NIOSH.
Based on in-house test conclusions, and review of manufacturer documentation the plant
has determined that the Mururoa suits offer a safer and more efficient means to protect
workers in areas of high radiological contamination and in areas where there is a potential
for airborne contamination. Pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1703(b), AmerenUE is hereby
requesting authorization to use the recently evaluated Mururoa BLU, V4 Fl, and V4
MTH2 respiratory protection suits and equipment that are manufactured in France.
Pursuant to 10 CFR 20.1705, AmerenUE is also requesting authorization to use an APF
of 2000 with the Mururoa suits. The review of the manufacturer's documentation has
shown that these suits provide better design and protection that supports the requested
APF. Additionally, the suits have advanced safety features for emergency breathing and
emergency escape. These advanced features allow self rescue during emergencies to be a
reasonable expectation. Therefore, AmerenUE is also requesting exemption from
IOCFR20.1703(f) in order to use the Mururoa suits without dedicated rescue personnel.
All tests results indicate that this request for exemption is reasonable, is authorized by
law, and will not result in undue hazard to life or property
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"Test Report" No. 200323085/2120 for both Mururoa BLU suits



Testing and Certificate Bodies
In the BG-PROFZERT

* BIAV Berufsgenossenschaftliches
Institut fur Arbeitsschutz
[BG-Jnstitute for oupationalsafety and health][testing and certification system of the

professional assocationsi

Date: 18.06.2004

TEST REPORT

No. 200323085/2120

1 Requested by

2 Specimen tested

2.1 Manufacturer

2.2 Type and description

Description

Delta Protection
Z. A. du Berret
30200 Bagnols-sur-Ceze France

Fan-assisted ventilated contamination protection garment

Delta Protection
Z. A. du Berret
30200 Bagnols-sur-Ceze

Protective suit with exhaust valves, filters and fan
Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge and Mururoa Blu PVC

Protective suit: Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge
Mururoa Blu PVC

fan
battery
charger
filter

: C50OX-012ER-A B60
: C5O1A-012AK-A
: Micronel C51OL-230XX-A
: Scott PF 10

Delta Protection P3

2.3 Purpose Protective garment offering contamination protection with
turbine and four particle filters
Cass 4 protection factor rating as per EN 1073-1: 1998
Device class TH3 PSL as per EN 12941: 1998
Minimum turbine operating time with the battery charged:
4 hours

2.4 Date of manufacture 2003

2.5 Miscellaneous
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3

3.1

3.2

3.3

4

Test

Type of test

Date of test

Test methods and bases

Appreciation, fitness
for use

Construction type test

February to May 2004

EN 1073-1: 1998 and EN 12941: 1998

Fan-assisted ventilated contamination protection garments
Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge and Mururoa Blu PVC fitted out as
described in point 2.2 meet the requirements for device dass
TH3 PSL.
Further, fan-assisted contamination protection garments
Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge and Mururoa Blu PVC fitted out as
described in point 2.2 meet the requirements provided under
4.4.2, 4.5, 4.6, 4.8, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14, and flame
resistance to 4.2 under EN 1073-1: 1998 and also meet the
requirements under 4.3 relating to the dass 4 protection
factor rating.

Miscellaneous information

Points 8 (identification) and 9 (instructions for use) under EN 12941: 1998 were not tested.
This test report only applies to the fan-assisted contamination protection garment fitted out as
described in point 2.2 that is designed to be used with four filters.

Compliance with point 5 of the protocol enclosed is required.

5 Validity of the test report

The results found are only applicable to the tested objects.

Restrictions on the validity and use of this test report:

6 General information

This test report comprises H pages.

Pages 1 to 3 contain the overall test result and may only be published in full.
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The test protocol with detailed information Is part of the test report.

This test report DOES NOT ENTITLE the manufacturer to use the GS mark, the BG
mark or the CE mark.

Besides, regulations relating to the tests and certifications by test and certification centres
within BG-PROFZERT are applicable, in association with the general terms of 'Hautpverband
der gewerblichen Genossenschaften e. V.

For the appreciation: For the test:

Haans-Ulrich Tobys, Engineer b. o. Claudia Uetz

Certified professional Director of the test laboratory
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Test protocol

1. Test based on:

2. Type of test:

3. Requested by:

EN 1073-1: 1998 and EN 12941: 1998

Construction type test

Delta Protection

4. Test specimen

4.1 Version:

4.2 Description:

4.3 Identification:

Protective suit with exhaust valves, filters and fan

Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge or Mururoa Blu PVC

Protective garment: Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge
Mururoa Blu PVC

Fan
Battery
Charger
Filter

: C500X-012ER-A B60
: CSOIA-012AK-A
: Micronel CSIOL-230XX-A
: Scott PF 10

Delta Protection P3
4.4 Device class: TH3 PSL

4.5 Number of filters: The tests were performed with the respiratory protection device
running, fitted with four filters.

S. Device version

The fan-assisted ventilated contamination protection garment with four respiratory protection filters
comprises a protective Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge or Mururoa Blu PVC suit In sizes 3 and 4 and a Delta
Protection C500 fan.
The Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge and Mururoa Blu PVC protective garments have a similar design, other than
the material of the suit, and they have similar wearing properties.
The two variants of the protective garment were tested as part of the procedure.
The rated output volume of the ventilation device can be set to either 400 l/min or 600 1/min.
The minimum operating time of the fan is four hours when the battery is fully charged.
All the tests were performed in the severest conditions claimed by the manufacturer.
According to the manufacturer, the particle filters mentioned In point 2.2 can be used indifferently.
Only identical filter types may be used. When the filters are replaced, the four filters need to be
changed at the same time.

6. Mechanical strength

Before the tests on the filters, the filters were subjected to a mechanical strength test as per EN
12941: 1998, paragraph 7.11.

The tests were conducted on Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge or Mururoa Blu PVC protective suits.

The requirements were met.

7. Thermal strength

7.1 Requirement
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The overall device and the two specimens of each type of tested filter are to be stored in accordance
with the storage conditions recommended by the manufacturer for (72 ± 1) hours respectively after
being exposed to extreme temperature and humidity values.

At the end of the storage time, there shall be no significant deformation of the main components of
the device and the components shall not come off from the device.

7.2 Conditioning

Conditioning was in accordance with the manufacturer's storage conditions, at a temperature of 30 OC
(75 % humidity) and -10 OC.
The conditioned device was then subjected to visual inspection.
The device was subsequently assessed as part of the test.
The tests were performed with Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge and Mururoa Blu PVC protective suits.
The thermal strength requirements applicable to the respiratory protection device were met.

8. Alert and checking systems

8.1 Requirements

Systems shall be provided to directly or Indirectly check if the set rated output volume is reached.

TH2 and TH3 class devices shall have an alert system if the output volume is too low.

If a low output alert system Is provided, the manufacturer shall provide a means to check if it is
operating.

8.2 Test results

For checking the operating of the air supply unit and its alert system function, the electronic alert
system Integrated Into the blowing system was used.
When the blowing system is started up, the operating of the alert system in the device is verified and
reported by a sound signal lasting approximately 2 seconds. According to the manufacturer, the alert
system is triggered when the minimum operating conditions are no longer met.

The alert systems were tested as delivered and after storage at certain temperatures.

With the two settings of the rated output volume, the alert system is triggered at a battery voltage of
10.4 volts.

The output volume at the alert system triggering limit was determined during a resistance alert
(increase in filter resistance) and a voltage alert (drop in the power supply voltage).

With the two settings of the rated output volume, the relevant rated output volume was reached.

The requirements were met.

9. Air supply and duration of use

9.1 Setting of the rated output volume: 600 I/min

9.2 Minimum blower operating time: 4 hours (manufacturer's claim)

9.3 Requirement

The tests are to be performed with the battery fully charged, new filters, suit closed.
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The tests are to be performed with the type of filter offering the greatest hydrodynamic
resistance.

After the stated usage time, the rated output volume must be reached when the setting of the
rated output volume is at its maximum value of 600 I/min.

9.4 Test result

The blowing systems were tested as delivered and after storage at certain temperatures.

Rated output Q (oh) [Vmin] Q(4h)[Vmin] UAL[VI U mn M
volume [I/min( [

600 618 609 10.4 10.6
600 613 604 10.4 10.7

Avec Q (Oh) = Initial output volume
Q (4 ) = output volume after four hours of operation
U G = alarm system battery voltage with the cover open
U (mm)= minimum battery voltage determined after four hours of operation

The rated output volume of 6001/min was reached after the minimum operating time of four hours.

The requirements were met.

10. Dust accumulation capacity

10.1 Dust is accumulated by means of new filters and a fully charged battery on a Sheffield feeler
connected to an artificial lung with an output volume per minute of 30 I/min (20 lifts/min, 1/5
I/min, sinusoidal).

The filter and blower are exposed to the test atmosphere.

The test dust is dolomitic dust as per EN 143.

With devices with blower filters of the H3 device class and (400 ± 100) mgim3 dust
concentration, dust Is accumulated till the product of the dust concentration and the test time
reaches 200 mg*h/m3 for particle filters and 100 mg*h/n9 for combined filters.

10.2 Requirement

The minimum output volume shall be reached after dust accumulation.
The tests shall be performed at the maximum setting of the rated output volume of 600 /min.
The filters used during the accumulation shall meet the requirements in respect of the degree
of transmission of particle filters.

10.3 Test results

Conditioning | Scott PF10 Delta Protection P3
Dust concentration [mg/M31 428 435
Accumulation value [mg*h/m~l 214 216
Initial output volume [/mIn 605 618
Output volume after accumulation [1/mIn 600 600

The rated output volume was reached.
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The requirements were met.

11. Resistance to respiration

11.1 Requirement
The maximum expiration resistance with the blower operating and an expiration output
volume of 160 I/min shall never exceed 500 Pa.
The test shall be performed with the type of filter offering the least aerodynamic resistance.
The tests shall be performed at the maximum rated output volume setting of 600 /min.

11.2 Test results

Filter | Delta P3 Scott PF10
Resistance to expiration [Pa] l 172 - 187 179 - 204

The tests were performed on Mururoa Btu Ethyfuge and Mururoa Blu PVC protective suits.

The requirement was met.

12. Filter permeation degree [D]

12.1 Requirements

Maximum filter permeation degree 0.2 %

12.2 Output volume: 150 I/min

12.3 Type of test

Test of the degree of permeation of Individual filters
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12.4 Test results

Filter Scott PF10 Delta Protection P3
Test Conditioning D-NaCI %1 I D-oil F%1 D-NaCI[%l D-oil [%I

As per point 6 0.004 0.004 0.004 <0.005
2 As per point 6 0.004 1 0.003 0.005 0.006

As Per points 6 and 7 0.006 0.003 0.007 0.0040
4 As per points 6 and 7 0.004 0.006 0.005 [ 0.002
5 After accumulation 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.004

The requirements were met.

13. Multiple filters

If the device has several filters through which part of the total output volume flows, the
output volume through each filter shall be equal.

This requirement Is deemed to be met by multiple filters where the maximum difference In the
aerodynamic resistance of the filters used is s 0.2 In relation to the mean aerodynamic
resistance.

The requirement was met by the filters of the system.

14. Flame resistance

After removal from the flame, no part of the safety system shall continue to burn. The tests
were performed with Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge and Mururoa Blu PVC protective suits.

The requirements were met.

15. Strength of the supply tube and joints

As no unprotected supply tube is used in the protective suit, this test Is irrelevant.

16. Resistance to crushing of the supply tube

As no unprotected supply tube Is used In the protective suit, this test is irrelevant.

17. Connections and interconnections (4.4.2 EN 1073-1: 1998)

Connections and Interconnections between the suit and removable elements such as sleeves
and gloves or between shoes and trouser legs shall withstand a tensile force of lOON. The
tests were performed with Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge and Mururoa Blu PVC protective suits.

The requirements were met.

18. Strength of the helmet visor

The helmet of the Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge safety suit is worn in the same way as on the person
and placed on a feeler with the centre line horizontal.
A steel ball (D = 22 mm, m = 44g) Is dropped on the middle of the visor from a height of 130
cm.

After an Impact perpendicular to the surface, the visor shall show no visible damage. The tests
were performed with Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge and Mururoa Blu PVC protective suits.
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The requirement was met.

19. Noise generated

19.1 Requirement

The noise of the fan shall not exceed 75 dB(A).
The tests shall be performed at the maximum rated output volume setting of 600 I/min.

19.2 Test result

Sound at the ears of the wearer of the device: 70.5 dB(A)

The requirement was met.

20. Exhaust system / exhaust valves

20.1 The exhaust valves shall be protected from soiling and mechanical damage.

The requirement was met.

20.2 The exhaust valves shall be in perfect working order after being subjected to a continuous
expiration air output of 600 I/min for 60 s.

The requirement was met.

20.3 The casing of the exhaust valves shall be fitted on the respiratory connection so as to
withstand an axial tensile force of 50 N for 10 seconds.

The requirement was met.

21. Internal leaks

21.1 Test conditions

Conveyor belt speed: 5 km/h
Exercise time: 2 min
Air intake speed: 2 m/s
Types of exercise: E 1 = standing

E 2 = walking
E 3 = walking while speaking
E 4 = raising the arms
E 5 = bending the knees

In addition to the exercises under EN 1073-1: 1998, the exercises that are critical for
protective suits under EN 12941:1998 (walking while speaking) were performed. When the
suit is dosed, exercises with side draughts are not needed.

21.2 Requirements relating to class 4 under EN 1073-1: 1998

Internal leaks shall not exceed 0.01 % In any exercise.

The leak shall not exceed a mean value (MW) of 0.005 % In any test.
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21.3 Requirements relating to class TH3 under EN 12941: 1998

Internal leaks shall not exceed 0.2% in any exercise or test.

21.4 Test performance

The tests were performed at the minimum rated output volume setting, i.e. 400 /min.
Persons 6, 7, 9 and 10 who were subjected to the test wore the respiratory protective system
as delivered and persons 1 to 5 and 8 wore the respiratory protective system after storage at
certain temperatures.
Tests 3 to 7 were performed with the Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge protective suit and tests 1, 2 and
8 to 10 were performed with the Mururoa Blu PVC protective suit.
The results of tests 1 to 10 were determined with an NaCl aerosol.

21.5 Test results

Test / Person subjected to the test
Exerdse 1/1 2/2 3/3 4/4 515 6/6 7/7 8/8 9/9 10/10

1 0.003 0.002 <0.001 <0.001 0.002 0.003 <0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002
2 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.003 0.002 l 0.004
3 0.004 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.004
4 0.003 0.007 0.003 0.009 0.004 0.009 0.004 0.002 0.001 l 0.004
5 0.002 0.007 I 0.003 0.009 0.004 0.009 J 0.004 0.002 0.001 1 0.004

MW 0.003 0.002 1 0.002 0.003 0.002 0.003 J 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.003

The requirements were met.

22. Pressure in the suit (4.12 EN 1073-1: 1998)

22.1 Requirements

Positive pressure shall not exceed 1000 Pa on average and 2000 Pa as the peak value.
Positive pressure shall be maintained.
Tests shall be performed at the maximum setting of the rated output volume, i.e. 600 I/min.
Tests shall be analogous to those mentioned in point 21.1.

22.2 Test results (pressure in Pa)

Test/Person Exercise

1 170 - 180 1 130 - 200 120 - 240 1 20 - 220 40 - 300

The requirement was met.
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23. Practical performance test

For the practical performance test:
- the Mururoa Blu Ethyfuge protective suit was assessed with tests 1 and 2
- and the Mururoa Blu PVC protective suit was assessed with performance test 3
subjectively by wearers of the device as provided in EN 12941: 1998.

23.1 Assessment by wearers of device 1

Putting on and taking off:
Accessibility of all control systems:
Weight distribution:
Safety of connecting pieces and connections:
Resistance to fogging of the sight window:
Visual distortion through the sight window:
Field of vision:
Recognition of characters (150 mm at 6 m)
Understanding with a supervisor:
Distribution of the weight of the worn device:
Accidental switching on and off:
Influence of the air output volume:
Fitness of the alert system:
Freedom of movement of the head:
Comfortable for the wearer:
Additional information:

second person required
no remark
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
legible
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
adequate alert signal
no complaint
no complaint
none

23.2 Assessment by wearers of device 2

Putting on and taking off:
Accessibility of all control systems:
Weight distribution:
Safety of connecting pieces and connections:
Resistance to fogging of the sight window:
Visual distortion through the sight window:
Field of vision:
Recognition of characters (150 mm at 6 m)
Understanding with a supervisor:
Distribution of the weight of the worn device:
Accidental switching on and off:
Influence of the air output volume:
Fitness of the alert system:
Freedom of movement of the head:
Comfortable for the wearer:
Additional Information:

second person required
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
legible
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
adequate alert signal
no complaint
no complaint
none

23.3 Assessment by wearers of device 3

Putting on and taking off:
Accessibility of all control systems:
Weight distribution:
Safety of connecting pieces and connections:
Resistance to fogging of the sight window:

second person required
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
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Visual distortion through the sight window:
Field of vision:
Recognition of characters (150 mm at 6 m)
Understanding with a supervisor:
Distribution of the weight of the worn device:
Accidental switching on and off:
Influence of the air output volume:
Fitness of the alert system:
Freedom of movement of the head:
Comfortable for the wearer:
Additional Information:

00332085/2120 as of 18.06.04

no complaint
no complaint
legible
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
no complaint
adequate alert signal
no complaint
no complaint
none

24. Carbon dioxide In the Inspired air

24.1 Requirement

The carbon dioxide content of the Inspired air (dead space) measured when the blower is
running shall not exceed a concentration of 1.0 by volume.

Tests shall be performed with the minimum setting of the rated output volume, i.e. 400 Ilmin.

24.2 Test performance

The Mururoa Blu PVC safety suit was worn in the same way as by the wearer and placed on a
suitable test unit and the C02 concentration in the Inspired air was determined.

24.3 Test results

Test I Concentration % b vol.
1 0.58

The requirement was met.

25. Field of vision through the helmet

25.1 Requirement

Main field of vision:
Secondary field of vision:

270%
2 80%

25.2 Test results

I Main field of vision I Secondary field of vision
100 I 100

The requirement was met.

26. Mass of the respiratory protection device

Fan
Accumulator
4 filters
Protective suit
Total mass (5 kg max)
Mass carried on the head (1.5 kg max)

0.96 kg
1.41 kg
0.56 kg
2.00 kg
4.93 kg
Irrelevant
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The requirements were met.

The test results provided In this document refer to the tested objects.
No inference about the homogeneity of the production may be made.

Berufsgenossenschaftliches Institut
for Arbeitsschutz - BIA -

pp Manager

Christoph Thelen, engineer Werner Piontkowski
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VENTILATED PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR ONE-TIME USE, 'BLOWER SUPPORTED" TYPE
(VENTILATED AND INTERNALLY PRESSURIZED) AGAINST PARTICULATE RADIOACTIVE

CONTAMINATION; ACCORDING TO STANDARD EN 1073-1 (March 1998)

The Instructions for use have to be read and respected.

Warning: * The selection and use of an Individual protective suit must conform to the European guidelines EEC 891656 of
301 11/1989.
* The user must first examine and evaluate the risks associated with the adoption and use of the individual protective
suit selected.
* For this procedure, he will rind guidance In the Guide pour la selection el l'utilisation des appareils de protection
respiratoire' (guidelines for the selection and use of breathing protection devices), published by AFNOR. no. S76-005
CR 529. Investigation by the user must also consider the hindrance to rapid doffing of the equipment In an emergency,
as welt as the radiological consequences (radiation) to the person affected.

Introduction: * This suit was developed for one-time use for protection against particulate radioactive hazards In accordance with
standard EN 1073-1 and Its use can be extended to cover protection against particles of all kinds.
* This (protective) clothing must be used only under supervision by the group leader In charge, who must first verify
specifically that

* This suit provides protection corresponding to the categories of hazard faced.
- The blowing unit of the ventilated suit Is operating properly.
* The particle filters used (type PF 10 ref. 0312103 or type DP P3 ref. 17 86 000) afford the necessary

protection against the hazardous substances encountered during use.
- Alt use of the suit takes place under supervision (either by physical presence or by video link) and all life-

saving equipment is ready and available in case of emergency during the operation.

DESCRiPnON

The Mururoa BW protective suit Is used with a B60 blowing unit, delivering 400 or 600 I/mInute (according to choice) and
P3PF10 or DPP3 filters. The suit protects the wearer (whole body) against harmful solid particles, splashes and soiling.

The equipment comprises a Mururoa BLU protective suit, a blowing unit, a battery, a charging device and 4 P3PF10 or DP P3
filters.

Selecting delivery of 400 /min or 600 Vmin remove the rubber closure cap on the blowing unit unit to obtain access to the
setting plugs. Move the lower red plug to the left to set the fan to 400 tlmin and to the right to set it to 600 Vmin position. NB: do
not touch the top plug. Then fix the rubber closure cap back over the opening.

I Fdlter l ile

400 1min: (3) 600 /min:

LIMITATIONS TO USE

- The filler apparatus must not be used In an unknown environment. In case of any doubt. isolating protective devices
must be used. Irrespective of the atmosphere present.

- Only filters of type PF 10 (ref. 03 12 103) or type DP P3 (ref. 17 86 000) may be used.
- The filtering apparatus should not be used In confined spaces (e.g. tunnels, tanks) or in conditions of lack of oxygen

or presence of heavy gases (e.g. carbon dioxide).
- The filtering apparatus may only be used once If the air contains more than 18% oxygen by volume.
- The particle filters do not give protection against gases or vapours.
- The particle filters may only be used once against radioactive substances, micro-organisms (viruses, bacteria.

moulds) or enzymes.
- Operating conditions: +5C - +35C, relative humidity less than 75%.
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This protective clothing must be used with the blowing unit running. If the fan breaks down, the equipment no longer
provides breathing protection and excessive levels of carbon dioxide may build up. (Danger of suffocationl).

Before use, it Is essential to check:

- the condition and Integrity of the protective suit and the breathing pipe.
- the condition and integrity of the blowing unit and Its battery (no chock or failure).
- the condition and integrity of the P3 filter.

BATTERY
The technology of the battery (NiMh) demands that it should be fully charged before use and between times. The battery must
therefore be removed and recharged each time It has been used. Nominal total recharging time Is 8 hours.

CHARGING THE BATTERY
Charge the battery before use. Battery temperature before charging must be between +10-C and +30'C. Always use the
charger developed for use with the B60 blowing unit (the charger Is supplied with the blowing unit). The battery must be
charged in a dry place at room temperature, away from direct sunlight and dust. Remove the battery block from the blowing unit
by means of the release device. Push the charging plug fully Into the charger adapter.

Connect the battery charger to the electricity mains (110-240 V150-60 Hz)
Battery charger warning light displays: Charging

Maintaining charge

(I) A battery cannot be used until the warning lights show" Maintaining charge".

DONNING THE SUIT

- The wearer (of the protective clothing), aided by a dresser, conducts a visual inspection of the condition of the (protective)
clothing and Its components, removes the transport protection (cardboard on the visor and Inside the clothing) and the
protective film on the visor.

- He then lays the suit out Pat and fits the blowing unit as follows:
- Insert the blowing unit in the pocket provided for the purpose
- Connect the pipe of the suit to the output of the blowing unit
- Screw In the 4 filler cartridges and check that they are firmly seated against the blowing unit (for a hermetic

seal).

Note: Fit the blowing unit with its fully charged battery (the battery clips into position under the blowing unit).

Fitting:
- Push back the two lateral stainless steel closures
- Fit the battery under the bottom of the blowing unit, pushing in the plug
- Pull the closures up and push them back towards the middle of the battery to secure the fastening on both

sides.

Removal
- Pull the closures first outwards and then downwards to release the battery.

- He switches on the blowing unit and gets Into the lower part of the suit through the opening at the back.
- His dresser then closes the two zip fasteners (sliding fastener + zip fastener) and ensures a hermetic seal by applying

adhesive tape over the whole length of the opening. He ties the laces of the overboots round the ankle.
. The wearer makes sure that the air supply, blowing unit and excess pressure valves are working properly by bending down

sharply several times.
- He can then enter the area of operations.

DOFFING THE SUIT

- The suit can be removed using the strip provided for the purpose. For this, the suit must still be ventilated. The dresser pulls
the orange strip that runs from wrist to wrist over the top of the helmet and rolls both the front and back parts so that the
contamination Is Inside and cannot come into contact with the wearer.

- It must be possible to remove the helmet quickly In case of need. Also pay attention to any other devices that could hinder
removal of the suit (extemal safety harness, adhesive tape. etc.).

IMPORTANT

- Should the suit begin to lose air, if condensation begins to appear on the visor or the wearer feels unusual warmth, he should
leave the area of operations immediately.

- Remember that the suit remains pressurized for a little while, even after the air supply is interrupted.

...~. .. . ..... . .-. 41-. .. .... .. 4-...--.. --
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STORAGE

In original packaging, protected from light, at temperatures between +5-C and t45' C. Shelf life three years in original
packaging.

EMERGENCY DEVICE

Tearing off the safety strip on the front of the helmet enables the wearer to breathe the outside air.
If the wearer (of the protective suit) tears off the dotting strip, the upper part of his body can be disengaged from the garment
within S seconds.

BLOWING UNIT ALARM DEVICE
The blowing unit that supplies the protective suit is provided with two audible warning devices which are triggered as

follows:
o Low throughflow (e.g. fiter blocked by a foreign body). intermittent signal - .-*-*-----
o Weak battery (discharged battery), continuous signal for several minutes.

Warning:Immediatety after the end of the weak battery alarm (up to 15 minutes. depending on equipment) the system goes
into safety mode and switches of the blowing unit automatically.
Il is therefore vital to stop work as soon as the alarm sounds, as the potential danger is great.

If the blowing unit alarm sounds during operations:
- Leave the contaminated area Immediately.

Find the cause of the alarm (weak battery, blocked tilter)
* Clear the problem before returning to the contaminated zone.

ERGONOMICS

The materials employed as combined and presented are not hazardous or In any particular respect noxious (e.g. Irritant to the
skin) for the wearer.

REMARKS

Disposable protective clothing

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MATERIALS

TypeReference standard Performance grade

Bendiing strength Inapplicable, as one-time use
::Abrasion strength Class 6 (> 2000 cycles NF EN 530)

i i Perforation strength 10731 Class I (> 1ON NF EN 863)
S Tear strength .Class 3 (> 20N NF EN ISO 9073-4)

'.Flame sane Requirements met (EN 1146)
Strength of welded seams, Class 4 (> 125N ISO 5082r

Results with respect to whole suit- EN 1073-1 Protective clothing Class 4. Designates the nominal protection factor of
I I the suit (Class 4: nominal protection factor of 20 000)

: Mechanical strength (to ISO 5082) of the doffing strip or safety strip also corresponds to Class 4.
*: The protection factor results were obtained in the laboratory, and may vary more or less under actual working conditions.

KEY
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Position:

The labels are located on both outlet valves on the helmet and the back of the suit.

1. Manufacturer

2. Model name

Main material of the garment and its ire resistance according NFP 92507: Ml
NFG 07 184: B

3. *Open book pictogram: indication that the instructions for use should be read

4. EC mark. The garment onforms to standards relating to manufacture monitoring. type 1lb in accordance with guidelines
8916861EWG. 0334 Is the identification number of the organization responsible for production control.

5. i

EN 1073-1: Requirements and test methods for ventilated protective clothing against particulate radioactive contamination. IL:
Class 4 defines the nominal protection factor of the clothing (Class 4 nominal protection factor 20.000).

6. Garment size

7. Measuremenls of the different sizes.

8. PosItion for: date of manufacture, goods batch number and expiry date.

9. Number and reference of label checking

10. Certification of one-time use clothing to standard EN 1073-1

11. Internally ventilated type of protective clothing: type V4 V.

Garment EC certified by:
BIA

Berufsgenossenschaltliches Institut Mlr Arbeitssichutzt
Alte Heerstralle 111

53754 Sankt Augustin - ALLEMAGNE
Telephone: +49 22 41 2 31402 Fax: +49 22 412 31 22 34

.. +. ---- . . � .- ......
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VENTILATED PROTECTIVE CLOTHING FOR ONE-TIME USE, BLOWER SUPPORTED- TYPE
(VENTILATED AND INTERNALLY PRESSURIZED) AGAINST PARTICULATE RADIOACTIVE

CONTAMINATION; ACCORDING TO STANDARD EN 1073-1 (March 1998)

The Instructions for use have to be read and respected.

Warning: * The selection and use of an Individual protective suit must conform to the European guidelines EEC 891656 of
30111/1989.
* The user must first examine and evaluate the risks associated with the adoption and use of the individual protective
suit selected.
* For this procedure, he Will find guidance In the Guide pour Ia selection et l'utilisation des appareils de protection
respiratolre (guidelines for the selection and use of breathing protection devices), published by AFNOR, no. S76-005
CR 529. Investigation by the user must also consider the hindrance to rapid doffing of the equipment In an emergency.
as well as the radiological consequences (radiation) to the person affected.

Introduction: * This suit was developed for one-time use for protection against particulate radioactive hazards In accordance with
standard EN 1073-1 and Its use can be extended to cover protection against particles of all kinds.
* This (protective) clothing must be used only under supervision by the group leader In charge, who must first verify
specifically that:

This suit provides protection corresponding to the categories of hazard faced.
* The blowing unit of the ventilated suit Is operating property.
- The particle filters used (type PF 10 ref. 0312103 or type DP P3 ref. 17 86 000) afford the necessary

protection against the hazardous substances encountered during use.
- All use of the suit takes place under supervision (either by physical presence or by video link) and all life-

saving equipment Is ready and available in case of emergency during the operation.

DESCRIPTION

The Mururoa BLU protective suit Is used with a 860 blowing unit, delivering 400 or 600 Iminute (according to choice) and
P3PFI0 or DPP3 filters. The suit protects the wearer (whole body) against harmful sofid particles, splashes and soiring.

The equipment comprises a Mururoa BLU protective suit, a blowing unit, a battery, a charging device and 4 P3PF10 or DP P3
filters.

Selecting delivery of 400 Umin or 600 Umin: remove the rubber closure cap on the blowing unit unit to obtain access to the
setting plugs. Move the lower red plug to the left to set the fan to 400 Vmin and to the right to set It to 600 /min position. NB: do
not touch the top plug. Then fix the rubber closure cap back over the opening.

I Filter l hte
400 1min: (i) 600 11min: )

LImiTATIONS TO USE

- The filter apparatus must not be used In an unknown environment. In case of any doubt. Isolating protective devices
must be used, Irrespective of the atmosphere present.

- Only filters of type PF 10 (ref. 03 12 103) or type DP P3 (ref. 17 86 000) may be used.
- The filtering apparatus should not be used In confined spaces (e.g. tunnels, tanks) or In conditions of lack of oxygen

or presence of heavy gases (e~g. carbon dioxide).
- The filtering apparatus may only be used once If the air contains more than 18% oxygen by volume.
- The particle filters do not give protection against gases or vapours.
- The particle filters may only be used once against radioactive substances, micro-organisms (viruses, bacteria.

moulds) or enzymes.
- Operating conditions: +5-C - +35-C relative humidity less than 75%.

-,tI .%.*. -.. ~. I I . - - . ... .aL- ~.. ,,S. .* 1-~~** -I 4.
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This protective clothing must be used with the blowing unit running. If the fan breaks down. the equipment no longer
provides breathing protection and excessive levels of carbon dioxide may build up. (Danger of suffocation!).

Before use. It is essential to check:

- the condition and Integrity of the protective suit and the breathing pipe.
- the condition and integrity of the blowing unit and Its battery (no chock or failure).
- the condition and integrity of the P3 filter.

BATTERY
The technology of the battery (NiMh) demands that it should be fully charged before use and between times. The battery must
therefore be removed and recharged each time it has been used. Nominal total recharging time is 8 hours.

CHARGING THE BATTERY
Charge the battery before use. Battery temperature before charging must be between +10-C and +30-C. Always use the
charger developed for use with the 660 blowing unit (the charger Is supplied with the blowing unit). The battery must be
charged In a dry place at room temperature, away from direct sunlight and dust. Remove the battery block from the blowing unit
by means of the release device. Push the charging plug fully into the charger adapter.

Connect the battery charger to the electricity mains (110-240 V5i0-60 Hz)
Battery charger warning light displays: Charging

Maintaining charge

O A battery cannot be used until the warning lights show* Maintaining charge'.

DONNING THE SUIT

- The wearer (of the protective clothing), aided by a dresser, conducts a visual inspection of the condition of the (protective)
clothing and Its components, removes the transport protection (cardboard on the visor and Inside the clothing) and the
protective film on the visor.

- He then lays the suit out flat and fits the blowing unit as follows:
* Insert the blowing unit In the pocket provided for the purpose
* Connect the pipe of the suit to the output of the blowing unit
- Screw In the 4 filter cartridges and check that they are firmly seated against the blowing unit (for a hermetic

seal).

Note: Fit the blowing unit with its fully charged battery (the battery clips Into position under the blowing unit).

Fitting:
- Push back the two lateral stainless steel closures

Fit the battery under the bottom of the blowlng unit, pushing In the plug
Pull the closures up and push them back towards the middle of the battery to secure the fastening on both
sides.

Removal
- Pugl the closures first outwards and then downwards to release the battery.

- He switches on the blowing unit and gets into the lower part of the suit through the opening at the back.
- His dresser then closes the two zip fasteners (sliding fastener + zip fastener) and ensures a hermetic seal by applying

adhesive tape over the whole length of the opening. He ties the laces of the overboots round the ankle.
* The wearer makes sure that the air supply, blowing unit and excess pressure valves are working properly by bending down

sharply several times.
* He can then enter the area of operations.

DOFFING THE SUIT

* The suit can be removed using the strip provided for the purpose. For this, the suit must still be ventilated. The dresser pulls
the blue strip that runs from wrist to wrist over the top of the helmet and rolls both the front and back parts so that the
contamination Is inside and cannot come Into contact with the wearer.

- It must be possible to remove the helmet quickly In case of need. Also pay attention to any other devices that could hinder
removal of the suit (extemal safety harness, adhesive tape, etc.).

IMPORTANT

- Should the suit begin to lose air, If condensation begins to appear on the visor or the wearer feels unusual warmth, he should
leave the area of operations Immediately.

. Remember that the suit remains pressurized for a little while, even after the air supply Is interrupted.

I .. 4" .* - ;. i . a-
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STORAGE

In original packaging. protected from light. at temperatures between +5-C and +45' C. Shelf life three years in original
packaging.

EMERGENCY DEVICE

Tearing off the safety strip on the front of the helmet enables the wearer to breathe the outside air.
If the wearer (or the protective suit) tears off the doffing strip, the upper part of his body can be disengaged from the garment
within 5 seconds.

BLOWING UNIT ALARM DEVICE
The blowing unit that supplies the protective suit Is provided with two audible warning devices which are triggered as

follows:
o Lov throughniow (e.g. filter blocked by a foreign body). Intermittent signal - .------
o Weak battery (discharged battery), continuous signal . for several minutes.

Warning:lmmediately after the end of the weak battery alarm (up to 15 minutes. depending on equipment) the system goes
into safety mode and switches off the blowing unit automatically.
It Is therefore vital to stop work as soon as the alarm sounds, as the potential danger Is great.

If the blowing unit alarm sounds during operations:
- Leave the contaminated area immediately.
- Find the cause of the alarm (weak battery, blocked filter)
- Clear the problem before returning to the contaminated zone.

ERGONOMICS

The materials employed as combined and presented are not hazardous or In any particular respect noxious (e.g. Irritant to the
skin) for the wearer.

REMARKS

Disposable protective clothing

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MATERIALS

Type of test Reference standard Performance grade

Bending strength Inapplicable, as one-time use
Abrasion strength Class 6 (> 2000 cycles NF EN 530)

P soerforation strength EN t0731Class 1 (, ION NF EN 863)
! Tear strength Class 3 (I> 20N NF EN ISO 9073-4)

Flame resistance Requirements met (EN 1146)
Strength of welded seams' Class 3 (> 75N ISO 5082)-

Results with respect to whole suit" EN 1073-1 Protective clothing Class 4. Designates the nominal protection factor of
the suit (Class 4: nominal protection factor of 20 000)

Mechanical strength (to ISO 5082) of the doffing strip or safety strip also corresponds to Class 3.
The protection factor results were obtained In the laboratory, and may vary more or less under actual working conditions.

KEY

2
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Position:

The labels are located on both outlet valves on the helmet and the back of the suit.

1. Manufacturer

2. Model name

3. Main material of the garment

4. Open books pictogram: indication that the instructions for use should be read

5. EC mark. The garment conforms to standards relating to manufacture monitoring. type 1 lb in accordance With guidelines
891686/EWG. 0334 is the identification number of the organization responsible for production control.

6.

EN 1073-1: Requirements and test methods for ventilated protective clothing against particulate radioactive contamination. IL:
Class 4 defines the nominal protection factor of the clothing (Class 4 nominal protection factor 20,000).

7. Garment size

8. Measurements of the different sizes.

9. Position for date of manufacture, goods batch number and expiry date.

10. Number and reference of iabel checking

11. Certification of one-time use clothing to standard EN 1073-1

12. Internally ventilated type of protective clothing: type V4 V.

Garment EC certified by
BIA

Berufsgenossenschaftliches Institut fOr Arbeitssichutzt
Alte Heertitralle 111

53754 Sankt Augustin - ALLEMAGNE
Telephone: .49 22 41 2 31-02 - Fax: +49 22 41 2 31 22 34

.. *S. .i j.. - . iiI.. .. *.--.
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INSTRUCTION MANUAL
BLOWING UNIT BLU C500

Compact Air Supply Unit (CASU)

Part No:
Part No:

C50OX-012EK-A B30
C50OX-012EK-A 860

300/200 Umin
6001400 Vmin

Class: EN12941:1998TH3PSL

To be used with:

Battery Module
Intercon Cable
Cigarette Lighter Cable
Power Supply

Charger
Flow Control

C501A-012AK-A
C502L-012XX-A
C503L-012XX-A
C504L-230XX-A

C51OL-230XX-A
C401X-500A9
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Important Instruction

- Caution: Carefully read this instruction and implement necessary steps as indicated before initial
use.

1.1 Application Field

- The Blowing Unit BLU with corresponding modules can be used in connection with an overall
protective suit for various applications.

- Particular standards and technical regulations have to be considered.

1.2 Description and Operating Mode (see also 7.1 Explosive Drawing)

* The blowing unit BLU consists of 4 filter threads Rd4O and the blower with electronics control.
- The unit is equipped with an Rd52-thread for the air hose.
- With the lever switch the BLU can be set ON and OFF.
- The air flow is pre-adjusted and marked by the colour of the service cover (see 1.5)
- The battery housing contains the rechargeable NiMH batteries. The 4-pole-plug can be fixed to

both the blower housing and the battery for charging.

1.3 Insufficient Air Flow

- If the fan does not perform the required airflow the unit starts an intermittent warning signal FLow

Flow' (interval approx. 0.5 seconds). From the start of the warning signal there is a remaining
security running time of approx. 15 min at 20 'C.

1.4 Total discharge of Battery

- Battery end is signalised by a continuous warning signal 'Low Battery". From the start of the
warning signal there is a remaining security running time of approx. 15 min at 20 'C.

- Caution: Afterwards the BLU has to be switched off in order to avoid possible damage of the
battery (total discharge of the battery)

1.5 Preparation of the Blowing Unit BLU

- Visual control in view of damages
- Are the 4 filters sealing placed correctly.?
- Check pre adjusted air flow by mean of service cover colour:

CSOOX-01 2EK-A
B60 :BLACK 600 400 1pm
B30 :RED 300 200 1pm

picture 1
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1.6 Filter

- Put the blowing unit Into operation only with correctly screwed filters.
- Only use the specified DP PF10 or DP P3 filters.
- Caution: The unit performs the pre-adjusted airflow only with the specified filters. Non observing

may result In danger of life.
- Screw the filters in order that all sealings are pressed and the filter connections tight.
- Only use 4 filters of same type (changed same time).

2 Putting Into operation of the Blower Unit BLU

- Various power connection/source possibilities:
* Standard battery (chapter 2.1)
* Battery via interconnection cable (chapter 2.2)
* External power supply 12 VDC (chapter 2.3 and chapter 2.5)
* External power supply 90-264 VAC (chapter 2.4 and chapter 2.6)

- Notice also chapter 1 2 "Operating Mode"

2.1 Operation directly from the battery module I

- Attach the battery module to the BLU unit (see picture 2)
- Caution: Only use fully charged batteries (see chapter 4 'Battery Loading')

-picture 2

2.2 Battery function via interconnection cable

- Connect the battery module to the cable according to picture 3.
- Caution: Only use fully charged batteries (see chapter 4 Battery Loading")

picture 3

- The battery module has to be attached separately.
- Unlocking device according to picture 4

DELTA PROTECTION
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picture 4

2.3 External power with cigarette lighter connector 12VDC

- This cable can be directly connected to the battery module. The cigarette connector fits into an
ordinary car cigarette lighter plug..

- Caution: The Blowing unit BLU cannot be set on when connecting both, interconnection cable
and external power.

:- : ' picture 5

2.4 External power with power supply 90 -264VAC

- The power supply can be directly connected to the battery module.
Caution: The Blowing unit BLU cannot be set on when connecting both, interconnection cable
and external power.

-. picture 6
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2.5 External power with cigarette lighter connector cable 12VDC (without battery)

- This cable can be directly connected to the Blowing unit BLU. The cigarette connector fits into an
ordinary car cigarette lighter plug.

- Caution: No warning signal In case of power cut.

picture 7

2.6 External power with power supply 90-264VAC (without battery)

- The power supply can be directly connected to the Blowing unit BLU
- Caution: No warning signal in case of power cut.

picture 8

2.7 Functioning control

- Switch the Blowing unit BLU on according to picture 9. Close the air exhaust (Rd52) of the
Blowing unit (for example with your hand)

picture 9
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2.7.1 BLU functions correctly

When the blower rotations are increasing (louder sound) together with alarm signal 'Low Flow' (0.5
seconds interval).
In case the airnow falls below nominal value an intermitting alarm signal starts (0,5 seconds interval).

2.7.2 Defective alarm signal

Increasing rotations and no alarm signal. .
Caution: Do no longer use the Blowing unit BLU. The BLU needs to be serviced.

2.7.3 Defective housing

Increasing blower rotations together with alarm signal.
Caution: Do no longer use the Blowing unit BLU. The BLU needs to be serviced

2.7.4 Battery charging

Constant alarm signal (continuous tone) means low battery.
Caution: Do no longer use the Blowing unit BLU. Exchange the battery module for a fully charged
battery module.

2.7.5 Airflow control (option)

The airflow control measures the airflow.
- Hold the measuring instrument within a distance of 5 cm from the outlet adapter and read the

airnow on the indication.
- Important: do not hold the Blowing unit BLU against a bright light source in order to avoid failure

function.

picture 10

3 Operation of the Blowing unit BLU with Protective Suit or protective hood.

3.1 Fixation of air hose

- Screw the air hose by mean of the Rd52-nut to the BLU and possibly also to the protective suit or
protective hood. Screw tightly until the sealing is pressed and the hose connection is leak proof.

3.2 Fixation of the Blowing unit to the Protective Suit

- Functioning control as described under 2.7
- Read and respect the protective suit instructions for use.
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4 Battery Charging

4.1 Charger unit for 90-264VAC

- Connect the battery module with the cable to the charger unit
- Indication lamp red shines constantly: the module is in charging condition and may not be used.
- Indication lamp red flashes slowly. the module is fully charged and ready for use. .
- Indication lamp red flashes quickly. too high or too low temperature. The charger unit may not be

used and first has to be brought to normallcorrect temperature.

4.2 Charging condition of battery module

- In order to have always charged battery modules available, connect the module to the charger
after every use.

- Before the first use, chargeldischarge roughly 5 times the battery to have the full capacity.
- See also chapter 2.7.4.

5 Maintenance

5.1 Cleaning

- Ordinary cleaning with soapy water and only with openings and air exhaust closed.
- Caution: Showering only with shower cap and the blowing unit running.

5.2 Sterilisation (for medical applications)

- See special instructions.

5.3 Maintenance and inspection

- The Blowing unit does not need maintenance for approx. 1000 hours.
- After this period of use all adjustments have to be checked by the technical servicing department.

5.4 Technical service

- ~Execution of all kind of service work only by authorized qualified staff.

6 Malfunction

- The blowing unit does not start: no Battery or empty battery
- Alarm signal: see chapter 2.7
- Running time is not reached. Battery insufficiently charged or defective.
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7 Replacement Parts

7.1 Blowing unit drawing

Bacou-Dalloz

7.2 Part Description
- Blower Unit
- Battery Module
- Intercon Cable
- Cigarette Lighter Cable
- Power Supply
- Charger Unit

- Filters
- Service Cover red
- Service Cover black
- Filter Sealing

Part Number
C500X-012EK-A B60 oder B30
C501A-012AK-A
C502L-012XX-A
C503L-012XX-A
C504L-230XX-A
C51 OL-230XX-A

xxxxxxxxx
C500X-030B4
C500X-009B4
C420X-011A4

8 Storage

- Storage of the blowing unit within the packing at room temperature of - 10I + 60 'C.
- Charging of battery at least once a year.
- After use store the blowing unit In proper condition (cleaned).

9 Waste Management

- Disposal of the Units according to local/national regulations for waste disposal. Plastic parts
weighing more than 10 gr are marked with the material identification.
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10 Technical Data

Part Description Capacity

Service cover black 600 Pa - 600 1min
BLOWING UNIT Running time with fully charged battery minimum 4 h

C500x-012EK-AB60 Service cover red 280 Pa - 400 Vmin
Running time with fully charged baery minimum 7 h

Service cover black 420 Pa - 300 1/min
BLOWING UNIT Running time with fully charged battery minimum 11 h

C500x-012EK-AB30 Service cover red 200 Pa - 200 /min
Running time with fully charged battery minimum 18 h

Measuring at air density of 1,2 kg/m
Blower Electronically controlled radial fan
Sensor Optical airflow sensor

BLOWING UNIT Warning L Whistle (continuous sound 15 min. before battery end
C500x-012EK-ABXX signal Beep (0,5s Interval) not enough airflow (Low flow) see 1.3Material/Colour NORYL GFN1-211 I blue

Weight 1000 gr without filters
Dimensions (without filters) 192 x 190 x 76 mm

Application range + 10 1+ 50 IC
Filter class P3

FILTERS Filter Type(thread Rd40x117') DP PF 10 DP P3
Weight 90 rlfilter 130 grIfilter

Shower Cap EPDM black
Nominal voltage 12 VDC

Capacity 9 Ah
Type (rechargeable) NiMH

Regular charging time 7 h
Battery Number of charging cycles 500

Material/Colour NORYL GFN1-211 / bleu
Weight 1440 gr

Dimensions d x h 88 x 190 x 70 mm
Application range + 101 + 50 IC

Type C51OL-230XX-A
Entrance voltage range 90 - 264 V / 50/60 Hz

Charger Exhaust voltage 12 VDC
Charger plug 4 poles

Material I Colour PPE-V1 125-C, noir
Dimensions d x h 105 x 68 x 39 mm
External battery 12 VDC spiral cable 2 5 m streched

External power supply With cigarette lighter plug 12 VDC spiral cable 2,5 m streched
With power supply 230 VAC spiral cable 2,5 m streched

11 Warranty and Liability

Our warranty period will be In accordance upon in each case from the date of delivery. The warranty covers any
defects in material or workmanship. It is our decision whether the defective part or parts will be replaced,
repaired or the Invoice value of the non replaced part or parts be reimbursed.: and further Oiability, in particular,
subsequent damages, are excluded. We do not accept any liability for alterations or repairs of any kind, not
performed by us or a specialist recommended by us, in addition the warranty will expire in such a case.
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The Pro200 filter range embraces the entire selection ofresplratozy filters, all of whlldi
'conform to EN standards and carry th e CE mark. Pro2000 filters are particularly suitable
for use with the Scott's full face masks and posvered respirators. The Pro2000 flter
connectormeets the EN 148-1 standard, 40 mm thread.

PRO2000 FILTERS
* Particle filters trap wide range of particulate Impurities. e.g. solid particles, smoke, welding fumes.

aerosols, mists. micro-organisms (bacteria and viruses) plus radioactive particles.
Gas fllters protect against hazardous gases and vapours.
Combined filters protect against both gaseous and particulate contaminants.

Features of the particle filter
Particle flter element Is made of high-quality microfibre, which, together with accurate
manufacturing technology, creates an exceptionally uniform filter element structure.

PFIO P3 features a high capacity filter element; trapping even the smallest particles, with an
efficiency 99.999 %.

i The filter element is extremely water-repellent.
! The vast Intake area reduces the likelihood of clogging and resistance.

Features of the gas filters
Scott utillses superior raw materdal which Is activated and Impregnated to produce the best
performance by Pro2000 sflters.

The microporous structure of the carbon consists of minute capillaries, which give the granules
an extended area for adsorption.
The gas filter features high retention capacity for a long working life.
Less carbon means lighter filter element and less resistance - a real benefit for the user.

* With a safe margin to EN requirements, Pro2000 gas filters perform effectively using only
220-320 ml of carbon.

.HOW TO SELECT A FILTER?
Will the atmosphere contain sumcient oxygen (21 vol%) throughout the period of exposure?
Which hazardous substances are likely to be present?
Which forms do the airborne contaminants take? Are they particles, gases or vapour or indeed
a mixture of these.
What effects can these substances have on the respiratory organs? Special attention Is needed if
there are several substances that may Interact. either by reacting chemically, or by having synergistic
adverse health effects.
What are the concentrations In the atmosphere?
What are the relevant occupational exposure limits (OEL) or safe exposure levels?

[ The level of protection required can be calculated as follows: ' Work:l
11. Divide the measured workplace concentration by the : Protection concentration

OEL-valueofthe substance: factor -
t 2. After that select the respirator. which has a protection needed - EL value

factor superlor to the required level of protection . ontaminant

- Protection factor needed?
-Contaminant: - harmful airborne dust Protection factor 25 is needed and as the

Measured concentration 5 m/rn Itime-weichted avea calculated value formulttpoks of the limit show

!OEL 0.2mq 3  
. that haall mask with P3-filter will pro vide

The minimum protection factor needed: 5/0.2 = 25. adeauateprotection.

What is the maximum permitted concentration of
contaminant when using a full face mask with B2-gas filter?
Contaminant - - Chlorine (C12)T

r OEL- . - 1 ppm

Full face mask with a gas filter has a workplace protection factor of 400, which
means that full face mask Is allowed to use in multiples of 400 x OEL concentration.

The max concentration can be calculated: 400 x 1 ppm (Cl 2) = 400 ppm = 0,04 vol.% of chlorine.



PARTICLES
Particle filter performance
The risk caused by particles depends on
* The physical. biological and chemical properties of the contaminant
* Particle size and form
* Concentration in the ambient air, and exposure time
* Work pace: the more rapid respiration, the more particles are inhaled.
Theparticle filter element employs a number of mechanisms to remove particles from the air.
The basic concept of particle filtration Is similar to that of a sieve. which removes all particles
down to a certain particle size. Other means Include Impaction, Interception and diffusion.

Physiological effects of particulates
on human body

Minor effects, effect of concentration. e.g.
inert :<5 mg/rn3 slight irritation,

- > 30 mg/M3 high irritation -
Detrimental, - changes in lung tissues, e.g.
hazardous - :silica dust, quartz, pulmonary

-fibrosis. e.g. asbestos and othei
fibres mesothelioma. cancer

p, I(against coarse andminor solid partides)
20% 20 % 4 x OEL-value

With a half mask
0,05 % 30 x OEL value.

With a full face mask
400 x ORL value.

Poisonous e.g. metal fumes, lead, chro-
mium, cadmium, mercury

Airborne radio- can cause severe damages,
active substances e.g. cancer
Micro-organisms, . can cause hazardous diseases,
biological agents : e.g. farmer's lung

-- ,f-:z~Ffl, *

High capacity
P3 (against solid and liquid toxk

particles as well as radioactive
Darticics and micro-oroanisn s

0,05 % ;How far the particles penetrates
. depend on the particle size

- the smaller the size the more greater
;hazard they can causeParticle filter operation life

* Filter does not wear out but gets clogged with particles and moisture, which results in
increased breathing resistance. Particle filter must be changed when breathing becomes
burdensome.

* Against radioactive substances, micro-organisms and enzymes, particle filter is
recommended on a single use basis.

* The particle filter and combined filter must be changed at the latest when breathing
resistance is noticeable.

Particle size Pulmonary tract
> lo PM Membranes of nose

_and mouth
> 5 ... 10 m Cilia, nose, trachea,

bronchi
< 5 gm In the lungs, pleura
< -IM Alveoli

GASES AND VAPOURS
Gaseous substances
Gaseous Impurities have various effects on health
* They can irritate the membranes of respiratory organs, the eyes and skin
* They can reach the lungs and cause damages
* They can be absorbed in the blood and cause temporary or permanent damage to

various parts of the body
* They can cause irreparable damage to the nervous system
* The most hazardous gases can intoxicate or suffocate, and even destroy Individual

bodily organs
* They can be lethal

The effects of the harmful gases depend on
* The characteristics of the gas or vapour; Its toxicity and substance
* The concentration of the contaminant In the air
* Duration of exposure to the contaminant
* The chemical compound of the contaminant
* The ability to react chemically with organic tissue as well as the propensity to be

absorbed in the blood
* Personal characteristics e.g. rate of respiration, condition of the blood circulation

and sensitivity of the person

Particle forms
* Dusts are airborne solid particles, which
are generated during the processing of or-
ganic and inorganic substances. Solid parti-
cles can be mineral, metal, coal, wood, or
crop dusts as well as various fibres, e.g.
asbestos, silicate. fibreglass.-
* Fumes. evaporating metal creates fumes
during cooling. Hot material reacts with
oxygen and creates oxides. Lead smelting.
for example produces lead oxide fumes; in
welding. Iron oxide and other metal fumes
are produced.
* Smoke consists of small coal and soot
particles which incorporate both liquid
droplets and solid particles.
* Mists are airborne droplets which are
created when a fluid disperses in air in form
of small partides, e.g. oil mists during metal
working, when cutting or grinding.
* Micro-organisms. e.g. bacteria, viruses,
spores.
e Radioactive particles are generated
as a result of radiation.

COMBINED FILTERS
Combined filters remove hazardous gases and
vapours as well as solid and liquid particles. The
particle filter traps aerosol-based particles such
as paint droplets. When spraying liquid substances
(e.g. pesticides) a combined filter must be used.

m
IM M



GAS FILTER PERFORMANCE

Examples of gas filter applications

A-FILTER
Filters gases and vapours from organic compounds with a
boiling point over 650 C.

Examples of specific hydrocarbons: toluene. benzene. xylene,
styrene, turpentine. cyclohexane, carbon tetrachloride,
trichloroethylene.

Some solvents are often used as mixtures. e.g. benzene-based
solvents, petroleum spirits, mineral turpentine, white spirit,
solvent naphtha.

Thinners are solvent mixtures that usually contain toluene.
methyl-isobutyl ketone, thisobutanol and ethylene glycol.

Other organic compounds: dimethyl formamilde. phenol,
furfuryl alcohol, diacetone alcohol.

In addition some raw Ingredients and additives In plastics.
e.g. phthalates, phenol resins, epoxy plastics. Polychlorinated
biphenyls as PCB Isomers.

~ B-FILTER
Inorganicgases and vapours
e.g. chlorine, nitrogen dioxide, hydrogen sulphlde (H2S),
hydrogen cyanide (HCN), hydrogen chloride (HCI). cyanide
compounds, phosphorus and phosphoric acid.

v3 E-FILTER
Organic acids, acid gases and generally gaseous acids, e.g. nitric
acid, proplonlic acid, sulphur dioxide, sulphuric acid, formic
acid.

K-FILTER
Ammonia and its organic ammonia derivatives, organic amines
such as methylamine. ethylamine, ethylenediamine, diethyl-
amine.

_ AX-FILTER
Gases and vapours from organic compounds with a boiling
point below 65 *C.
E.g. acetaldehyde, acetone, butane. butadlene, diethyl ether,
dlchloromethane, dimethyl ether, ethylene oxide, methanol,
methylene chloride, methyl acetate, methyl formate, vinyl
chloride.

Notel Certain low boiling organic gases can be filtered with
either B- or E- or K-filter, e.g. formaldehyde (B) and methylamine
(K), see Scott Health & Safety instructions for use of AX-filter.

__l Hg-P3-FILTER
Mercury and Its Inorganic compounds, organic mercury
compounds, mercury alkyls, mercury vapours, ozone.

(Notel Always used as a combined filter).

: - REACTOR-P3 FILTER
Radioactive iodine and Its organic compounds such as methyl
Iodide (always used as a combined filter).

Cas filter canacitv

ciaSsf'11hrj~. IMMUMM, o 00

a . _ .

) NOTE! Test gas concentration with A-litter In class 3. Is 0,8 vot% (EN14 1.

Gas filter capacity EN 141

Cyclohexane CH12 70 min 35 0,5 mino
(0.8 Vol%)

E Sulphur dioxide S ,20 min 20 min 30 min

Special Fiters

AX [Dimethyl ether 50 min 0,05 Vol %
(EN 3711 CH3-0-CH3

Isobutane CHAD 50 min 0,25 vol %

Gas filter classification with powered air

HOW LONG FILTER WORKS?

The service life of a filter depends on
* Concentration and characteristics of the workplace contaminant
* Filter capacity, e.g. filter class, compare workplace concentrations

to test values
* Breathing volume and work rate
* Humidity of the air
* Temperature of the atmosphere

Gas filter test performance
Gas filter lifetime Is tested by directing the test gas through the
filter at 30 I/min, which Is equivalent to the volume of air per
minute used by an average person carrying out medium heavy
work. The filter lifetime can be roughly calculated by comparing
the concentration at the workplace and the minimum break-
through times required for the filter type.

How to calculate lifetime of a gas filter?

T 1 000 000 x G
VxC

T - Time In minutes

G - Capacity or the gas filter to absorb Impurities (g)
V - Breathing rate (Vmin)

C - Concentration or the contaminant in the ambient air

4
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PRO2000 FILTERS

Main area of application IMd1h. Ref. nr

kW- . Solid and liquid particles, radioactive
and toxic particles, plus micro-
organisms, e.g. bacteria and viruses,

1074 052670

GF22 A2 Organic gases and vapours, e.g. 190 042870 5
than with a boiling point higher
Inorganic gases and vapours. e.g.
chlorine, hydrogen sulphide,
hydrogen cyanide, fluorine. cyanogen
chloride. phoscTenet

195 10428711 5

.i7.
�_ __ _ _I, i;jGF3Z E2 Acid gases and vapours, e.g. sulphur

dioxide, hydrogen fluoride, formic
acid, nitric acid.

3051 0429721 5

GF22 K2 Ammonia and organic ammonia 255 0428731 5
derivatives. I

Organic and inorganic gases and
vapours.

195 I 0428741 5

_ .4 -
Organic, inorganic and acid gases
and vapours as well as ammonia.

320
A2B2E2K2

042979 5

GF32 AX Gases and vapours from organic
compounds with a boiling point
lower than 650C.

268 042970 5

._

CF22 A2-P3

CF32 A2-P3

Organic gases and vapours, e.g.
solvents with a boiling point higher
than 651C. solid and liquid. rado-activ(
and toxic particles, plus micro-
organisms, e.g. bacteria and viruses.

230

340

042670

043070

5

5012

CF22 B2-P3 Inorganic gases and vapours, e.g. 265 042671 5
c i ochlorine, hydrogen sulphide, hydro-

gen cyanide. fluorine, cyanogen
E _ ch oridep.hosgene and solid and
0 liquid. radioactive and toxic particles,

l plus micro-organisms, e.g. bacteria
._ and viruses.
CF32 E2-P3 Acid gases and vapours, e.g. sulphur 265 043072 5dioxide. hydrogen fluoride, nitric

acid, solid and liquid, radioactive and
toxic particles plus micro-organisms.

CF22 K2-P3 Ammonia and organic ammonia 370 042673 5derivates. solid and liquid, radioactiv
and toxic particles, plus micro-
organisms, e.g. bacteria and viruses.

CF22 Organic and inorganic gases and 265 042674 5
A2B2-P3 vapours, solid and liquid. radioactive

and toxic particles, plus micro-
organisms. e.g. bacteria and viruses.

CF22 Organic, inor anic and acid gases an 270 0426718 5
' A2B2E1 JP3 vapours, solid and liquid particles.A2B2El-P3 radioactive and toxic particles, plus

micro-organisms, e.g. bacteria and
viruses.

CF32 Organic, inorganic and acid gases 370 042799 5
,=, A2B2E2K2P3 and vapours as well as ammonia and

CFR32 . organic ammonia derivatives, solid
.,CFR32 and liquid, radioactive and toxic
A2B2E2K2-P3 particles, plus micro-organisms, e.g. 370 043699 5
AR-MamprV cteria and viruses.
CF32 AX-P3 Gases and vapours from organic com- 310 042770 5pounds with a boiling point biver than

65TC. solid and liquid. radioactive and
toxic particles, plus micro-organisms,
e.g. bacteria and viruses.

CF32 Mercury and mercury compounds, 307 042777 5
Reactor-Hg-P3 radioactive Iodine and its organiccompounds like methyl Iodide plus
CFR32 ozone, solid and liquid, radioactive 328 043679 5and toxic particles, plus micro-
Reactor-Hg-P3 organisms, e.g. bacteria and viruses. .

CF22 Organic and acid gases and vapours, 268 042778 5
Al El Hg-P3 mercury and mercury compounds: 1 g':- and ozone, solid and liquid, radio-

active and toxic panicles, plus micro-
organisms, e.g. bacteria and viruses.

5



FILTER GUIDE

e b

Note!
This filter recommendation Is ap-
plicable only to Scott Health &
Safety filters and should not be
used If other filters are used.

Before use of this guide the risk as-
sessment must be done at the work-
place. The substances must be Iden-
tified and measured. Airborne conta-

mination levels must be compared
with acceptable limits. The maximum
exposure limits must not be exceed-
ed! The filtering device must not be
used if the environment and contam-
ination are unknown or if the com-
position of the atmosphere is likely
to change disadvantageously. In case
of doubt. insulating respirators which
function independently from the at-
mosphere must be used. The filtering

device may be used only if the oxy-
gen content of the air is 18-23 vol.
%. Gas filters do not protect against
particles. Similarly, particle filters do
not provide protection against gases
or vapour. In case of doubt. use com-
bined filters. Normal filtering device
do not protect against certain gases
such as CO (carbon monoxide). C02
(carbon dioxide) and N2 (nitrogen).

Substance Filter reconmmendatlon

A J
Acetaldehydc
Acetic acid
Acetic anhydride
Acetone
Acetonitrile
Acetylene

I

o-Acetylsallcyllc acid
: Acrolein (2-propenal)
Acrylaldehyde
Acrylarnidc
Acryl acid
Acrylamide
Acrylonitrile
AldrIn
Allyl alcohol
Allylamine

Allylbromine
Allyl 2.3-epoxypropyl
ether

Allyl chloride
Allyl glycidyl ether

(AGE)
Allyl-isocyanate
Allyl propyl disulfide
Aluminium alkyl
compounds

Aluminium chloride
Aluminium metal
and oxide

Aluminium welding
fumes

Aluminium. soluble
salts

4-Aminoazobenzene
4-Amnnodiphenyl salts

2-Aminoethanol
2-Aminopyridine
3-Amino-1,2.4-triazole
Ammonia
Ammonium chloride
fume

Ammonium sulfamate
* (Ammate)
n-Amyl acetate
sec-Amyl acetate

' Aniline & homologues
Anisidine, o-, p-isomers
Antimony and
compounds (as SB)

Antimony trioxide
p-Aramid respirable
fibres

Argon

Arsenic & compounds
(except Arsinc)

Arsenic trioxidc
Arsine

Asbestos.
Asphalt (petroleum
fumes)
Atrazine
Azinphos-methyl fISO)
Aziridine

6

AX z,
A-P3

AX

Use
air-llne,
'P3 *~
-AX
AX 3

A . i
A-P3

Bor AX).

A;;

'P3 ;
~P3

SCBA

A''A-P3 .

K-P3

.P3
A I

A-P3 ' .'

P3-
P3

Use
air-line.

P3 ;
use"
alir-line I
P3~

A-PS3"
P3 -..
A-P3

~ABERK
-La 3I

Substance Filter recommendation Substance Filter recomi
B - - ICamphor, synthetic
B''E A e-Caprolactam
y-BHC pSO) A PS Captafol (ISO)
Barium compounds P3 Captan (ISO)
Benomyl pSO) A-P3 Carbaryl pSO)

:Benzene A : ' Carbofuran (ISO)
Benzenethiol A' Carbon black

.Bentzene -1,2,4-trn- . Carbon dioxide
carbolxyllc acid
1,2 anhydride A-P3 ". Carbon disulnide

Benzidene salts A-P3 - Carbon monoxide
Bcnzidine A-P3"
p-Benzoqulnone A-PS '' Carbon tetrabromide
Benzoyl peroxide .. Carbon tetrachloride

.Benzyl butyl phtalate A-PS Carbonyl chloride
Benyl chloride B-P3, (phosgene)
Beryllium compounds Use - ' Carbonyl fluoride

BipCBenyl Catechol (Pyrocatechol)
BlpenA-PS Cellulose
BIsmuthtellurlde p3 . Cement
Bismuthtelluride,. Chordane pSO)

Se-doped P3 - ::- .'Chlorinated biphenyls
fBorates. (Tetra) . - ' Chlorine

sodium salts P3 - Chlorlne dioxide
Bornan-2-one A-P3 "Chlorine trifluorlde

'Boron oxide P3 ! Chloroacetaldehyde
.Boron tribromide Use" , a-Chloroacetophenone

. f. oi alr-lline : (Phenacyl clhoride)
'Boron trifluorlde Use (CN)

air-llne iChloroacetyl chloride
Bromacil pISO) A-P3S Chlorobenzene
Bromine - B-P3 (Monochlorobenzenc)
Bromine pentaflurlde Use o ChlorobenylIdene

'air line: malononitrile (CS)
Bromochloromethane AX 2-Chlorobuta-l,
Bromoethane AX ,, 3-dliene
Bromoethylene AX Chlorodimethyl ether
Bromoform A . Chloro2.
Bromomethane AX 3-epoxypropanc
' ,3-Butadiene AX (Epichlorohydrin)

* Butane AX Chlorocthan
Butancthlol ' B 2-Chloroethanol
2-Butanone A (Ethylene
2-Butoxyethanol chlorohydrin)

(Butyl cellosolve) A ' Chloroethylenf
Butyl acetate A Chloroform
sec-Butyl acetate A:P3 (rrichllorometliane)

*tert-Butyl acetate A` bls-Chloromethyl ether
.Butyl acrylate A . -Chloro-l-nitropropane
in-Butyl alcohol A 'Chloropicrin (PS)
sec-Butyl alcohol A ' Chloroprcne

,tert-Butyl alcohol A : 2-Chlorostyrene
iN-Butylamine A 2-Chiorotoluene
tert-Butyl chromate , 12-Chloro-6-

(as Cro3) P3 (trichloromethyl)
n-Butylglycidyl ether A' pyridine

-Butyl lactate .A-PS , -jChlorpyrifos pSO)
,,2-sec Butylphenol A' - Chromates. certain
p-tert Butyltoluene A - - insolublc forms

'Chromic acid and
C ,_ Chromates (as Cr)
Cadmium, dust & - Chromite (chromate)
salts (as Cd) P. p , . (asCr)

Cadmium oxide ,. _ Chromium, sol. chromic,
fume (as Cd) P3 .; chromous salts (as Cr)

;Caeslum hydroxide P3 Coal dust In mines
Calcium carbonate P3 ' ' Coal tar pitch volatiles

t:Calcium cyanamide P3 - ' (as cyclohexanc
Calcium hydroxide P3 solubles)
Calcium oxide P3'; Cobalt metal, dust

I .and fume (as Co)

mendation Substance Filter r2coin
A-PS Copper fume, dusts
P3 & mists (as Cu)
A-P3 .- Cotton dust. raw

-P3, Cresols all isomers
A-P3 i Cristoballte
A-P' Crotonaldehyde
P3 - Cumene

se .' . Cyanamide
air-llne Cyanides. except
B-P3. hydrogen cyanide.
Use cyanogens & cyano-
air-line s - genchliorldc, (as CM)
A-P3 Cyanogen

B S Cyanogen chloride
B'-P3 '-"
B 3'Cyclohexane
A -P3 Cyclohexnol
P3 Cyclohexanone
P3 - Cyclohexene
A-P3 Cyclohexylamine
A-P3 Cyclonite (RDX)
B.-' 1.3 Cyclopentadlene
B
.B
A |2,4-D (2.4-Dichloro-

phenoxy acetic add)

A- P3 (Dichlorodiphenyl-
A-P3 trichlorocethanc)

DDVP, see Dlchlorvos
" ' Decaboranc

' Demeton
APS : Diacetone alcohol

; .'2-Dlaminoethane
AX-P3 Dlazinon
AX-' Diazomethane

' Diborane

'A '. 1 i1.2-Dibromocth2ane
AX. j-- 2-n-Dibutylamino-

ethanol
|Dibutyl phosphate

, 1Dibutyl phthalate
A- DIchloracetylene

AX - .,2-Dichlorobenzene
B l1.4-Dichlorobenzene
.B:" 3.3'-Dichlorobenzidine

AX P3 1,3-Dichloro-5.
A' ."-5!'. 5-dimethyl
B-P3 hydantoln

IJl-Dichloroethane
1,2-Dichloroethane

A-P3 Dlchioroethyl ether
A-P3S Dichloromethane

1. I-Dlchloro-l-
P3 nitroethane

-:.. 1 '. 2-Dlchloropropanc
P3 ' Dichloropropene

2,2-Dichloro-
P3 proplonic acid

Dichlorvos (DDVP) (ISO)
P3: DIcyclohexyl
A-PS; ' phthalate

Dicyclopentadlene
Dicyclopenta-

A-P3S., dienyliron
'Dleldrln (ISO)

P3 Diethylamine

mendatlon

*lp3. Ii.

A-P3
P3'

AB-PS

B-P3
.Use .
air-line':

* Use
air-line I.:
A.

A
'A '-

B-PS
AX,,

A -P

A-PS
A-P3
B-P;.'-PS

A
A. K-
A-PS
B-P3
Use '.1
air-line

A-P
A-P3

SCBA
A P ;
"A`
Use, -i

air-line
|ABEP3 '1Q

AX

AX

A
AX
APS

A-P

A-PS

A-PS3
A-P3

K: '.



2-Dlethylanmlnoethanol
Diethylene triamine

Dlethyl ether
Diethyl phthalate
Dfluorodibromo-

methane
Diglycidyl ether
o-Dlhydroxybenzene
Dllsobutyl ketone
Dilsopropylamine
Dimethoxymethane
N.N-Dimethyl
acetamide

' Dimethylamine
Dimethylarnmnobenzene
NN-Dimethylanillne
Dimethylbenzene
Dimethylcarbamyl
chloride

Dimethyl ether
NN-Dimethylethylamine
Dimethylformamlde
1.2-Dimethyl-
hydrazine

Dlmethyl phthalate
Dimethyl sulphate
Dinitrobenzene
Dinitro-o-cresol

'1.4-Dloxane
Dloxathlon (ISO)
Diphenylamine
Diphenylmethane
dilsocyanate (MDI)

Dipropylene glycol
methyl ether

Dlquat Dibromide (ISO)
Dlsulfoton
2,6-Di-tert-butyl-

para-cresol
Diuron (ISO)
Divinyl benzene

E
Emery
: Endosulfan (ISO)
Endrin (ISO)

-Epichlorohydrln
1 ,2-Epoxypropane

'2,3-Epoxy-1-propanol
Ethanethlol
2-Ethoxyethanol
2-Ethoxyethyl acetate

(Cellosolve acetate)
Ethyl acetate
Ethyl acrylate
Ethyl alcohol (Ethanol)
Ethylamine
Ethyl amyl ketone

(5-Niethyl-3-heptanone)
Ethylbenzene
Ethyl bromide
Ethyl butyl ketone

(3-heptanone)
Ethyl chloride
Ethylene chlorohydrin
Ethylene glycol

'Ethylene glycol
dinitrate and/or
Nitroglycerin

Ethylene glycol mono-
ethyl ether acetate

Ethylene oxide
Ethylenimine
Ethyl ether
.Ethyl formate
Ethyl mercaptan
4-Ethylmorpholine
-Ethyl silicate

F
Fenchlorofoss (ISO)
Ferbam (ISO)
Ferrocene (ISO)
Ferrovanadium dust
Flour dust

"A-P3:;
K-P3:'
AX',
A-P3 '

AX;
'A-P3'-'m
'A-P3

A |
K-
AX'

AX'- ', 1
K'AP3
:AX, 1

A'

'P3
!AP3
A P3~,
B-P3

'A-P3:
'A-F' ,;- i
A-P3

,APA2B2-P3

ABE-P3'

.I - ' -p3

P3

'A

I"A
opA

AX

~AXB

'A ,"-: 1

A'-

A-P3:' -

--

AX 4

AX

AX

A-P3,,AP3'''5P3

P3pAP3 -

3':,1;

Fluoride (as F)
Fluorine
Formaldehyde
Formamide
Formic add
Fuel oils (various)
Furfural
Furfuryl alchohol

iG
Gasoline
Cermanium

tetrahydride'
Glass, fibrous or dust
Clutaraldehyde
Glyscrol. mist
Glyscrol trinitrate
Glycol ethers

H
Hafnium
Hellum

Heptan-2-one
Heptan-3-one
Hexachlorobenzenc
Hcxachlorocyclo-
pentadiene

ilexachloroethane
liexamethyl dilsocyanate
Hlexamethyl-
phosphoramide

Hexane (n-hexane)
2-Hexanone
!Hexone
;Hexylene glycol
Hlydrazine
'Hydrazine salts
Hydrazobenzene
,Hydrocarbon solvents
H1ydrogenated
- terphenyls
'Hydrogen bromide
i Hydrogen chloride
!Hydrogen cyanide
Hydrogen fluoride (as F)
Ilydrogen peroxide
Hydrogen sulfide
Hydroquinone
2-1 lydroxypropyl
, acrylate

;ICE (2.3.Epoxypropyl
isopropyl ether)

Indene
Indium &
Compounds (as In)

Iodine
lodoform
lodomethane
Iron oxide, fume (as FE)
Iron pentacarbonyl
Iron salts '
Isoamyl acetate
'Isoamyl alcohol
'Isobutane
Isobutyl acetate
Isobutyl alcohol
!Isophorone
Isophorone
'dilsocyanate
,Isopropyl acetate
Isopropyl alcohol
Isopropylamine
,n-Isopropylanilline
Isopropyl benzene
! (as Cumene)
Isopropyl ether
Isopropyl glycidyl ether

Lead and compounds
* (except lead alkyls)
'Lead alkyls
Lindane

P 3 7 Lithium hydride
B'*- - Lithium hydroxide
AX. B E '
A-P3 IM
E P3 . Magneslum oxide
A:P3' ' fume (as Mg)
A ' 'Malathlon
A 'Malelc anhydride

'Manganese &
compounds (as Mn)

A -- H Manganese fume (as Mn)
Use I Manganese
air-line cyclopentadienyl
P3 tricarbonyL
A P3 Manganese tetroxide
A- P3 "Mercury alkyls (as Hg)
A-P3 ' Mercury & its
A ", Inorganic divalent

. .compounds

i -- Mesitylene
P3 'Mesityl oxide

Us .' 'ethacryllc acid
ai~rline ,Methacrylonitrile
AA 7 Methane
A'-'_
A , Methanethlol, see

Methyl mercaptan
A'- '. .Methanol
A-P3' Methomyl (ISO)
'A2B2 n1 Methoxychlor (ISO)

;2-Methoxyethanol

A-P3; (Methyl cellosolve)
'A ' Methyl acetate
'A ; Methyl acrylate
A ; Methyl acrylonitrile
A -. ' ;Methyl alcohol
K-P3- (Methanol)
K-P3 : Methylamine
ABEX-P3 'Methyl amyl alcohol
1A-M3 J: 3 Methyl n-amyl ketone

', -*(2-Ileptanone)
A-P3 ' Methyl bromide
B-P3 1-: . ' Methyl-t-butyl ether
B-P3 aMethyl butyl ketone
B-P3 !'Methyl chloroform
E-P3-- (l.l.1-Trichloro-
B-P3; ethane)
B ,.- Methyl

-P3'' , 2-cyanoacrylate
Methylcyclohexane

A-' - Methylcyclohexanol
~2 Methylcyclo

haxanone
Methylene bisphenyl

A - -dllsocyanate (MDI)
A ;,'- 4.4'-Methylene-bis

(2-chloraniline)
P3 -.- MbOCA

-P3: ' i Methylene bis
A-P3 (4-cyclohexylso-
AX - cyanate)
P3 , , -Methylene-
A-P3 *,, ' dianltine (MDA)
Mi- '' ;- I Methylene chloride
A ' .' Methyl ethyl ketone
A - peroxideS (MiEKP)

AX' Methyl formate
A "- '- Methyl hydrazine
A ;- i :|Methyl Iodide
'A' ':~ ,~Methyl isoamyl ketone

' '- ; ,Methyl isobutyl ketone
A2B2-P3 'Methyl Isocyanate
,A .': ~ 'Methyl methacrylate

A>"' Methyl parathion
B Methyl propyl ketone
A IMethyl silicate

> a-Methylstyrene
A -,- Mevinphos (ISO)
{A - Molybdenum (as Mo)
A: ' Monochloroacetic acid

Monomethyl anilline
i;Morphollne

AP3 fl 'Naphthalene
A, , P -2-Naphthylamine

P3'-' Neon
P3air llne

Nickel and Inorganic
compounds p3

Nickel and organic -

P3 "; compounds (as Ni) A-P3
A-P3 Nicotine ' A-P3
'A-P3 Nitrapyrin A-P3 '

'Nitric acid E-P3
P3 4-Nitroanillne AB- P3
P3 -' Nltrobenzene 'A-P3 ;

:4-Nitrobiphenyl P3
Nitroethane 'A-P3,'

A-P3 , (B-P3)
P3 Nitrogen dioxide BE
Hg P3. Nitrogen trifluorlde Use

- ', ;, ''air-line '
Nitroglycerin A-P3

Hg-P3 1 Nitromethane 'A-P3
A I - -Nitropropane :A-P3
A '.. l2-Nitropropane A-P3
A-P3: 'n-Nitrosodimethylamine A-P3
AB-P3 N., Nitrotoluene 'A-P3
Use
air-line 0

'Octactiloronaphthalene "A-P3
B; n-Octane A'
AX 'Oll mist, mineral P3
P3 ' OsmIum tetroxide
P3 - - (as Os) ' B-P3

Oxalicacid P3. '

A - A'' Oxygen difluoride B 5:
AX Ozone React r-Hg P3
A orA EIHg-P3
A

AX Paraffin wax fume -A-P3 ;':I
K - ' - Paraquat dichlorlde (ISO) A-P3
A Parathion (ISO) A-P3 ' ,

Pentachlorophenol A-P3 -
A Pentane, all Isomers AX *

AX Perchloroethylene A,:--.
AX - :Perchloromethyl
A , mercaptan B'

.Perchloryl fluorlde B . .i
Phenacyl chloride A-P3

Ai ' Phenol A-P3
A-P3 - n-Phenyl---
B-P3 - ' Naphthylamlne A-P3
A p-Phienylenedlamine P3'
A Phenylether

(vapourr) A'
A - Phenyl ether-Diphenyl

I mixture (vapor) A-P3
A2B2-P3 , Phenyl glycidyl

ether (PGE) A'
' ', r Phenyl hydrazine A

A2B2-P3: Phenyl mercaptan -B :
Phenyl phosphine ' B
Phorate A-P3

A2B2-P3 1 Phosdrin (Mevinphos) A-P3
Phosgene

A-P3,` ,', (carbonyl chloride) B-P3
AX - Phosphine B

i Phosphoric acid 3'-3
'AP3; i Phosphorous (yellow) P3
AX Phosphorus pentachloride B-P3
K Phosphorus pentasulfide B-P3
AX ' Phosphorus trichlorlde I B-P3-
A Phthallc anhydride *A-P3: ;

Picloram ISO) -AB-P3
A2B2-P3' Picric acid P3

Platinum F i
A-P3 ' (Soluble salts) (asPt) 'P3
;A - ,.Polychlorinated F
A ,1-' 3 biphenyls (PCBs) A-P3
A Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) P3':: '-
A-P3 : Potassium hydroxide P3 '
P3 I': n-Propanol : A
A-i3: 3 Propargyl alcohol A: ',.-

Proplolactone 'A-P3 '
A 'Proplonic acid A-P3

t n-Propyl acetate tA
I Propyl alcohol A -

A-P3 I Propylene ' Usc
A-P3 ; - airline'

7



Substance Fllterrecommendation Substance Filter recommendation
Propylene glycol ' :'i 'Styrene' A -
Propylene glycol dinitrate A-P3 - SubtilisIns (Proteolytic
Propylene oxide AX '. enzymes) P ,.
PyrethrlNS (SO) . ?P3:- Sulfur dioxide e
Pyridine A-P3 Sulfuric acid E-P3
Pyrocategol A-P3: 'Sulfur monochlorlde B-P3

Sulfur pentanluorlde B -P3
QSulfur tetrafluoride Us

Quartz P3 - - alr-llrie:
Quinone A-P3 Sulfuryl difluorlde Use' . ,

.'.: . .- .:alr-llne'
2.4.5-T~lO P3

Resorcinol A-P3
.Rhodium(asRH) . T

metal fume and dust P3 1 Tabun (GA) B-P3
Rosin core solder Tantalum P3-; -

pyrolysis products TEDP AB-P3'.:
(as formaldehyde) B-P3 Tellurium &

" compounds (as Te) P3', 1 ;
S Tellurium hexafluorlde Use'
Sarin (CB) ABE-P3 (as Te) SCBA
Selenium compounds Terphenyls A-P3

(as Se) P3 1,1.1.2-Tetrachloro-2.
'Silica dust P3 2-difluoroethane A"
Silver. metal P3 I 1 ,2,2.-Tetrachloro-l.
Sliver soluble . 2-diluoroethane A.
compounds (as Ag) P3 1,1.2,2.-Tetrachloro, -

iSodiumazide P3 ethane A
'Sodium bisulfite E :3 :Tetrachloro-
Sodium fuoroacetate P3 naphthalene A-P3
Sodium hydroxide P3 Tetrahydrofuran A'
Sodium metabisulfite P3 Tetramethyl lead (as Pb) A P3
Soman (GD) ' BP3 Tetramethyl
Stibine Use succinonitrile A-P3

air-lie iTetranitromethane B
Stoddard solvent A . Tetrasodium
Strychnine P3 pyrophosphate P3..

Substance Filter recommendation
:Tet&yl (2.4.6-trilntro'

phenyl-methyl- ;
nitramine) P3

Thallium, soluble
compounds (as TI) P3'

i4,4'-ThlobIs (6-tert-
butyl-m-cresol) P3i

Thloglycolic acid A-P3 1`3 d
Toluene (Toluol) A '
Toluene-2, 4-dilso-
* cyanate (tD1 A2B2P3.
o-Toluldine AP3 "
Tributyl phosphate A-P3
Trichloroacetic acid AE-P3;- 1 :
:1,2.4-Trichlorobenzene A
1,1,I-TrIchloroethane A
Trichloroethylene A-P3
.Trichloromethane AX
'1.2.3-Trichloropropane A^-
Tricyclohexyltin

hydroxide A-P3
Triethylamine AK
Trimnethyl benzene A'
,Trimethyl phosphite A-P3'.;-
2,4,C-Trlnitrotoluene

(TNT) P
Trl-o-tolyl phosphate A-P3 '
\Triphenylamine A-P3: -
,Triphenyl phosphate A-P3
Tungsten & compounds P3: '.
-Turpentine A 4a

-U '''" I'

Uranium compounds.
natural, soluble (as U) P3'

Urethane UNN) A-P3

Substance Filter recommendation

Vanadium pentoxide P3
!Vinyl acetate - A''.
iVinyl benzene A
'Vinyl bromide A.- .
Vinyl chloride AX

-Vinylidene chloride AX- P3
Vinyl toluene A.

.VM & P Naphtha A
B-P3

w ,*;1;,
Warfarin (SO) P3
Welding fume P3
White spirit A'

Xylene (all Isomers) A' .-
Xylidine. all isomers AK

Yttrium P3 .

SZlnc chloride, fume P3
Zinc chromates

(Inc. zinc potassium
chromate) P3

Zinc oxide fume P3
Zirconium
compounds (as Zr) P3

. 7, . * *

Restrictions on use:

* Maximum permitted use time for the mercury filter Hg-P3 is 50 hours
(EN 141).

* AX-filter Is recommended on a single use basis (EN371).
* Standard filtering respirators do not protect against certain gases,

e.g. CO (carbon monoxide). CO2 (carbon dioxide), N2 (nitrogen).
* Against radioactive substances, microorganisms and enzymes,

particlefilter Is recommended on a single use basis.
* If the user can Identify the breakthrough of the gas by smell, taste

or Irritation factor the filter must be replaced.
* When a hazardous gas has an olfactory threshold higher than the

occupational exposure limit It produces no clear break through sign.
In these cases special directions regarding the calculated lifetime are

required. Such substances include e.g.: Acetonitrie. Aniline. Benzene. Butyl
glycidyl ether, Dlaminoethane. Dichloromethane. Diethylaminoethanol.
Diglycidyl ether. Dlmethyl formamide. 1.4-Dloxane. Epichlorhydrin, Ethyl
silicate, Hexane, Hydrogen peroxide, Mfethyl chloride, Alethyl cyclohexanol.
Mfethyl silicate. Methyl cellosolve, Methanol, AMethylene chloride. AMethyl
Isocyanate, i-Nitropropane, Sulphur hexalluorlde, Trichloroethylene. Trl-
chlorpropane.
* The particle filter and combined filter must be changed at the latest

when breathing resistance Is noticeable.
* An opened gas filter must be used within six months. The above

mentioned storage times for the Pro2000 filters are for a factory sealed
filter package.

Accessories
052691 Prefilter Pro2000 (set of 20)
052692 Prefilter holder Pro2000 (2 pcs + prefilters (6 pcs)
052690 Spark protector Pro2000 (Incl. 2 holders + 2 metal spark covers)
052693 Plastic cover Pro2000 (2 pcs)
052694 Screw plug

tqcor
ALTH & SAFETY

Finland:
Scott Health & Safety Oy
RO.Box 501
FIN-65101 Vaasa, Finland

Customer service:
Tel.: +358 (0)6 3244 543, -544
Fax: +358 (0)6 3244 591
e-mail: fin-sales(tycoint
wwwscottsafetycom

United Kingdom:
Scott Health £ Safety Limited
Pimbo Road, West Pimbo
Skelmersdale Lancashire WN8 9RA
England

Tel: +44 (0)1695 711711
Fax: +44 (0)1695 711772
e-mall: scotinLuk(tycolnt.com
www.scottint.com
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Foreword

This European Standard has been prepared by Technical Committee CEN/rC 162 "Protective clothing including hand and
arm protection and lifejackets", the secretariat of which is held by DIN.

This European Standard shall be given the status of a national standard, either by publication of an identical text or by
endorsement, at the latest by July 1998, and conflicting national standards shall be withdrawn at the latest by July
1998.

This European Standard has been prepared under a mandate given to CEN by the European Commission and the European
Free Trade Association and supports essential requirements of EU Directive(s).

For relationship with EU Directive(s), see informative Annex ZA, which is an integral part of this standard.

The annex A is normative and contains the activity sequence for the testing of the protection factor.

Further parts of this standard will deal with requirements and test methods for unventilated protective clothing and
protection against liquids and gases.

According to the CEN/CENELEC Internal Regulations, the national standards organizations of the following countries are
bound to implement this European Standard: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom.
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1 Scope
This European Standard specifies the requirements and test methods for ventilated protective clothing protecting
the wearer against particulate radioactive contamination.

This European Standard does not apply for the protection against ionizing radiation and the protection of patients
against contamination with radioactive substances by diagnostical and/or therapeutical measures.

2 Normative references
This European standard incorporates by dated or undated reference, provisions from other publications. These
normative references are cited at the appropriate places In the text and the publications are listed hereafter. For dated
references, subsequent amendments to or revisions of any of these publications apply to this European standard only
when Incorporated In it by amendment or revision. For undated references the latest edition of the publication
referred to applies.

EN 146
Respiratory protective devices - Powered filtering devices incorporating helmets or hoods - Requirements, testing,
marking

EN 270
Respiratory protective devices - Compressed air line breathing apparatus Incorporating a hood - Requirements,
testing, marking

EN 340
Protective clothing - General requirements

EN 530
Abrasion resistance of protective clothing material - Test methods

EN 863
Protective clothing - Mechanical properties - Test method: Puncture resistance

prEN 943-1
Protective clothing for use against liquid and gaseous chemicals, including liquid aerosols and solid particles -
Performance requirements for ventilated and non-ventilated "gas-tight' (Type 1) and non-gas-tight" (Type 2)
protective clothing

EN 1146
Respiratory protective devices for self-rescue - Self-contained open-circuit compressed air breathing apparatus
Incorporating a hood (compressed air escape apparatus with hood) - Requirements, testing, marking

EN 25978
Rubber- or plastics- coated fabrics - Determination of blocking resistance (ISO 5978: 1990)

EN 29073-4
Textiles - Test methods for nonwovens - Part 4: Determination of tear resistance

ISO 5082 : 1982
Textiles - woven fabrics - Determination of breaking strength - Grab method

ISO 7854
Rubber- or plastics-coated fabrics - Determination of resistance to damage by flexing

3 Definitions
For the purposes of this standard, the following definitions apply:

3.1 Protective clothing against radioactive contamination

Protective clothing Intended to provide protection to the skin and If required to the respiratory tract against
radioactive contamination.
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3.2 Ventilated protective clothing (against particulate radioactive contamination)

Protective clothing which is supplied with breathable air ensuring internal ventilation and overpressure. This protective
clothing provides protection against particulate radioactive contamination for the respiratory tract and the whole body.

3.3 Nominal protection factor (100: inward leakage (IL))

The ratio of the concentration of contaminant in the ambient atmosphere to the concentration of the contaminant in the
suit. The concentrations taken Into account are the average concentrations recorded during a standardized test.

3.4 Paniculate radioactive contamination

Presence of radioactive substances in or on a material or in a place where they are undesirable or could be harmful.

3.5 Seam

A permanent fastening between two or more pieces of protective clothing material.

3.6 Assemblage

A permanent fastening between two or more different garments, or between protective clothing and accessories,
obtained, for example by sewing, welding, vulcanising, gluing.

3.7 Join

A non-permanent fastening between two different garments, or between protective clothing and accessories.

3.8 Closure

A device, for example, zipper, "touch and close' fastener, etc., to close openings for donning or removing the protective
clothing.

4 Requirements

4.1 Design

4.1.1 Protective clothing against radioactive contamination shall comply with the general requirements
specified in EN 340.
4.1.2 The design of the protective clothing shall be such that the protective clothing is straightforward to put on
and take off, and to minimize the risk of contamination. Testing according to 'practical performance test" (see 5.2).
4.1.3 The clothing can be designed for single or multiple use.
4.1.4 The ventilated protective clothing (see 3.2} may consist of one or several parts. The clothing may be
fitted with a respiratory protective device to enable the wearer to breath in case of failure of the primary air
supply.

4.2 Materials
The materials used for protective clothing against particulate radioactive contamination shall meet the
requirements according to table 1 after the pretreatment In accordance with 5.1.1 and after the conditioning
according to 5.1.2.
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Table 1: Requirements for the materials

Applicable for
Requirement Classification Test according to reusable single use

_materias

6 > 2000 Cycles EN 530, Method 2 00

Abin5 > 1 500 Cycles abrasive paper
rAbsist4e > 1000 Cycles according to prEN 943- yes yes

reisace3> 500 Cycles 1 and 9 kPa downward
2 > I O0Cycles pesr
I > 10 Cycles

6 > 100000 Cycles
5 > 40000 Cycles

Flex cracking 4> 1 5000 Cycles ISO 7854 Method B yes no
resistance 3 > 5000 Cycles n

2 > 2500 Cycles
1 > 1000Cycles

Puncture 3 > 100 N
resistance 2> 50N EN863 yes yes1 > ION

Resistance to 2 no blocking EN 25978 yes no
blocking (see note 1) 1 blocking

6> 150N
5> 80N

Tear resistance 4 > 40 N EN 290734 yes yes

2> ION
1 > 2N

Flammability of Shall not continue to EN 1146 (single
materials, visor and u em burner test) yes yes

ancillary parts

NOTE 1: Uncoated materials shall not be tested against resistance to blocking. The test report
shall be marked 'Not tested against ......... "
NOTE 2: If protection against hazardous chemicals is required then testing has to be carried out
according to the relevant chemical standards.

4.3 Nominal protection factor (100:1L)
Ventilated protective clothing shall be classified according to table 2. Testing according to 5.4 with the necessary activity
sequence according to annex A, at the minimum design air flow rate.
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Table 2: Leakage

Class Maximum value of mean Inward leakage into the Nominal protection
hood during exercise of factor

One activity All activities

5 0,004 0,002 50000

4 0,01 0,005 20000

3 0,02 0,01 10000

2 0,04 0.02 5000

1 0,10 0,05 2000

NOTE 1: Maximum value is calculated as the average performance over all test sequences. NOTE

2: Nominal protection factor is the reciprocal of the IL obtained during all activities (100: IL)

4.4 Seam strength, Joins and Assemblages

4.4.1 Seam strength

A sample of each type of straight seam construction shall be tested In accordance with A.2 of ISO 5082
:1982 (Constant-rate-of-traverse). Three specimens of each type of seam shall be tested and the mean of each
set of three samples calculated. The garment seam performance shall be classified according to the levels of
performance given in table 3 using the lowest result, i.e. the weakest seam type.

NOTE: The test method described in ISO 5082: 1982 is only applicable to straight seams joining two
pieces of material.

Table 3: Classification of seam strength

Class Seam strength

5 >300
4 >125
3 >75
2 >50
I I >30

4.4.2 Joins and assemblages

The Joins and assemblages between the suit and detachable parts e.g. between gloves and sleeves, boots
and trouser legs, shall be tested in accordance with 5.5 and withstand a pull of 100 N.

4.5 Visor

The visor shall comply with table 4. Where antifogging compounds are used or specified by the manufacturer
they shall not have an adverse affect on the health of the wearer, or on the clothing.
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Table 4: Requirements for the visor

Properties of the visor Requirement Testing

the loss of sight shall not exceed to read letters on a chart at a
Distortion of vision two scales on the optometrical distance of 5 m during the practical

chart performance test according to 5.2

shall not be visibly damaged in
Mechanical strength such a way as to be likely to affect according to EN 146

the performance of the suit system

4.6 Air supply system

Couplings and connections shall comply with EN 270.

The connection between the compressed air supply tube and the suit, including attachments, threaded parts,
belt or other parts, or means of stabilising the suit to the body shall withstand a 250 N pull when tested
according to 5.5 .

NOTE: The test should be performed before the inward leakage test.

4.7 Breathing hose

The breathing hose shall comply with the requirements of EN 270.

4.8 Air flow rate
Two suit systems shall be tested, one of which has to be preconditioned as specified in 5.1.4. When tested
the air flow rate into the suit system shall not be less than the manufacturers' minimum design flow rate. The
maximum flow rate shall not exceed the maximum as stated by the manufacturer. Test in accordance with 5.3

The flow rate and the distribution of the air Into the suit system shall not cause distress to the wearer by local
cooling. The heat stress has to be considered. Test in accordance with 5.2.

4.9 Air flow rate warning device

If an audible warning device is incorporated in the suit system it shall comply to EN 270, except for the sound
pressure level which may be in the range 85dB(A) to 90 dB(A) when measured at the ears of the wearer. The
frequency range of the warning device shall be between 2 000 Hz to 4 000 Hz.

Five warning devices shall be tested, one of which has to be preconditioned as specified in 5.1.4. Testing
according to EN 270.

4.10 Supply valve
If a variable continous flow valve is fitted, it shall comply to EN 270. The valve shall permit to adjust the air
flow rate in the range from the minimum to the maximum as specified in 4.8. It shall not be possible to close
the valve to restrict the air flow below the minimum design air flow rate.

4.11 Exhaust devices

The suit shall be provided with exhaust devices which shall continue to work correctly after the testing of the
pressure in the suit (see 4.1 2), during the practical performance test (see 5.2) and during the determination of
the protection factor (see 5.4). Testing in accordance with 5.6.

4.12 Pressure in the suit

The overpressure shall not exceed 1 000 Pa mean and 2 000 Pa peak. A positive pressure shall be maintained.
Testing with the maximum air flow rate during the activity sequence as specified in Annex A.

4.13 Carbon dioxide content of the Inhalation air
The carbon dioxide content of the inhalation air, determined at the minimum air flow rate, shall not exceed an
average of 1,0 % (by volume), tested according to EN 270. Two suits shall be tested, one of which has to be
pretreated as specified in 5.1.1.
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4.14 Noise associated with the air supply to the suit

The noise measured In the suit at the ears shall not exceed 80 dB(A) at the maximum manufacturers design
flow rate. Testing in accordance with EN 270. Two suits shall be tested, one of which has to be pretreated as
specified In 5.1 .1.

5 Test methods

5.1 Test preparations

5.1.1 Pretreatment

When the clothing is intended to be reusable the requirements for the materials or the complete clothing shall
be proved after five cycles of cleaning and disinfection according to the manufacturer's instructions for use
before testing.

5.1.2 Conditioning

All material samples shall be conditioned by storage at (20 t 2) 'C and (65 i 5) % relative humidity for at
least 24 h. Start each of the tests as specified in 5.1.3 and 5.1.4. within 5 min after removal from the conditioning
atmosphere.

5.1.3 Visual inspection

A visual inspection shall be carried out by the test house prior to the laboratory or the practical performance
test. This may entail a certain amount of dismantling of the components of the protective clothing in accordance
with the manufacturer's information for maintenance.

5.1 .4Preconditloning for the practical performance test

If the manufacturer does not state the preconditioning atmosphere for the practical performance test, the
complete clothing shall be exposed:

a) for 4 h to a temperature of (-30 * 3) "C and allowed to return to ambient conditions, followed by

b) for 4 h to an atmosphere of (60 ± 3) "C at 95 % relative humidity. It shall then be allowed to return to
ambient temperature.

5.2 Practical performance test
5.2.1 General

The tests shall be carried out by two test persons at (20 * 5) "C and a relative humidity of less than 60 %. The
test temperature and humidity shall be recorded. The background noise shall not be greater than 75 dB(A).

The test persons shall be selected who are familiar with using such or similar protective clothing. The persons will
be drawn from those people certified as fit to do so by the medical officer. The necessity of a medical
examination before or supervision during the tests shall be at the testing officers discretion.

Prior to the test there shall be an examination that the suit is in working-condition and that it can be used
without danger. If more than one size of clothing Is manufactured the subjects are asked to select the
appropriate size. Ensure that the air supply is within the specified parameters. Two suits shall be tested, each being
tested on one test person.

After fitting the suit each test person is asked 'Does the suit fit?". If the answer is 'Yes', continue the test. If
the answer is "No". replace the test person or the suit.

5.2.2 Procedure

During the test the following activities shall be done in simulation of the practical use of the suit:

a) the test shall be completed within a total working time of 20 min

b) walking on the level with regular rate of 5 km/h for 5 min
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c) filling a small basket (see figure 1, approximate volume 8 I) with 12 mm chippings (e.g. limestone chippings)
or other suitable material from a hopper which stands 1,5 m high and has an opening at the bottom to allow
the contents to be shovelled out and a further opening at the top where the chippings may be returned. The
person stoops or kneels as he wishes and fills the basket with chippings. He then lifts the basket and empties
the contents back into the hopper. This shall be repeated 1 5 to 20 times in 10 min .

Figure 1: Hopper and basket

5.2.3 Information to be recorded

During the practical performance test the clothing shall be subjectively assessed by the wearer and the
following shall be recorded:

a)hamess comfort (see 5.6);
b)security of fastening and couplings;
c) accessibility of controls and pressure gauge (if fitted);
d)clarity and field of vision from the facepiece and/or visor;
e)clothing comfort;
f) ease of speech transmission;
g)any other comments volunteered by the wearer.

5.3 Measurement of minimum and maximum air flow rate

Connect the ends of the distribution system collectively to a suitable measuring device. Record the
maximum air flow delivered at the manufacturers' specified air supply, if a control valve is fitted, record the
maximum delivered air flow and the minimum delivered air flow.

The value of minimum and maximum air flow rate shall be determined under the condition of exercise 6 of
Annex A (person standing still).

5.4Determination of the protection factor

The protection factor shall be determined in accordance with prEN 943-1. Sodium chloride test method
shall be used. Activity sequences for testing are given in Annex A of this standard.

The determination has to be done at the minimum design air flow rate (see 4.8).

On two test subjects four new suits shall be tested. Two suits per test subject.
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For each individual test calculate the arithmetic mean over the time period. Calculate the percentage inward
leakage (IL) as follows: -

IL= C, X 100%

C,

where:

C, is the challenge concentration in the test chamber,
C2  is the mean concentration in the breathing zone for each exercise. For classification according to table 2,

the average value for the four suits shall be taken.

5.5 Join and assemblage pull test
Assemble the means of attachment according to the manufacturers' information. If the assembled item (e.g.
glove or boot) is itself not strong enough to apply the required pull substitute an item that is. Securely attach
one part to a fixed clamp. Apply the required force longitudinally. Record at which force it parts or state that
at the required force it was still complete.

5.6 Exhaust device pull test
Mount the suit on to a dummy torso which can be adjusted so that the load can be applied axialiy to the
exhaust device. A system of retaining straps or bands is fitted over the suit around the exhaust device so that
the load is applied as directly as possible to the fitting of the exhaust device in the suit.

Exert a force of (50 ± 2,5) N to the exhaust device and hold for 10 s. Repeat 10 times.

Examine the exhaust device for signs of damage or failure.

6 Marking

The marking shall comply with the specifications of EN 340 with the pictogram as given in figure 2.

The level of performance of the inward leakage (IL) shall be marked as:

IL: class x (x = class number according to table 2).

so '.3* too

Figure 2: Pictograrn

7 Information supplied by the manufacturer

The information supplied shall be at least in the official language(s) of the country or region of application. The

manufacturers' information shall comply with the specifications of EN 340. The following information shall be

supplied additionally:

- instructions for donning, using, fitting, removing and storing;
- application, limitations of use (classification, temperature range etc.);
- tests to be carried out by the wearer before use (if required);
- maintenance and cleaning and decontamination by e.g. showering (if required).

The manufacturers shall specify the required supply pressure and flow range necessary to maintain protection.

Warnings (if appropriate) shall be given against problems likely to be encountered, as e.g. heat stress,Idepending on the air flow rate, work load, environmental atmosphere etc.
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Annex A (normative)

Activity sequence for the testing of the protection factor

Table A.l: Activity sequence for the testing of the protection factor

Time of
No Activity sequence for the testing activmties

min

1 dress person in the suit

2 don boots, gloves etc. as required according to the manufacturers
instructions

3 person to enter test chamber, connect tubing to the sample point - 3
no test agent

establish background reading at sample point with person standing 3
4 still - no test agent

5 start test agent and allow to stabilize 3

6 record leakage and pressure at sample point with the person stan-
ding still

7 start treadmill

8 walk 3

record leakage and pressure at sample point with the person wal-
king at about 5 km/h

10 stop treadmill

record leakage and pressure at sample point, person moving arms
11 up and down above head height and looking upward, e.g. lifting 3

object (half brick) from desk to shelf level

12 record leakage and pressure at sample point, person doing conti- 3
nuous squats

13 stop test agent and allow to desperse with person in chamber 3

14 disconnect sample tubes and remove person from test chamber
and undress subject

NOTE: The total trial may vary, all times are approximate and are to stable conditions.
When doing squats, a slow deliberate action is required, say continuously during about
3s.
Analyse results over final 2 min of each exercise period to avoid carry over of result
from one exercise to the other.
Record challenge chemical continuously using a separate detector (if possible). Record

the pressure inside the suit over the whole time.
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Annex ZA (informative)

Clauses of this European Standard addressing essential requirements or other provisions of EU Directives

This European Standard has been prepared under a mandate given to CEN by the European Commission
and the European Free Trade Association and supports essential requirements of EU Directive 89/686/EEC.

WARNING: Other requirements and other EU Directives may be applicable to the product(s) falling within the
scope of this standard.

The following clauses of this standard are likely to support requirements of Directive 89/686/EEC, Annex II:

EU-Directive 891686/EEC, Annex II clauses of this standard

1 .1 Design principles 4.1. 4.2, 4.3, 5.5.1 to 5.6

1.2 Innocuousness of PPE 4.1. 4.5, 4.14, 5.2

1.3 Comfort and efficiency 4.1, 4.3, 5.2, 5.4, annex A

1.4 Information supplied by ihe manufacturer clause 7

2.2 PPE 'enclosing' the parts of the body to be protected 4.1.4. 4.5. 4.8, 5.2

2.3. PPE for the face, eyes and respiratory tracts 4.5, 5.2

2.1 2 PPE bearing one or more Identification or recognition clause 6
marks directly or indirectly relating to health and safety

3.9.2.1 Protection against external radioactive contamination clause 4, 5, 6, 7

Compliance with the clauses of this standard provides one means of conforming with the specific essential
requirements of the Directive concerned and associated EFTA regulations.
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Technical information on Mururoa V4 model ventilated suits
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MURUROA SUIT

The Mururoa suit is a single use garment designed to be used in radioactively contaminated
environments. It has been widely used in western European Nuclear Power Plants for more
than 20 years, without any major problem (the French state company: Electricit6 de France use
60,000 garments each year).

The Mururoa suit is a fully enclosed PVC plastic, supplied-air and pressurized suit, that offers
excellent protection factor ( -100,000) against any solid, liquid, or gas pollutant, minimizing
discomfort and heat stress and increasing the worker's efficiency.

The Mururoa suit is C.E. approved and complies with CE standard EN:1073-1 'Protective
clothing against Radioactive Contamination"
It also fulfils the requirements of the I.S.O. 8194 standard 'Radiation Protection-Clothing for
protection against Radioactive contamination-Design selection ,testing and use"
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VENTILATION / EXHAUST

In the supplied-air Mururoa suit, the ventilation system is composed of

- An airflow control valve, preset to a minimum flow of 250 litres/minute (9 CFM) at 3 bar
(42 PSIG), located on the right hip and covered with a protection flap. This flow can be
adjusted, from 250 to 1150 litres (9 CFM to 41 CFM) per minute. 1150 litres is obtained
with the tap fully opened at the feeding pressure of 6 bar (85 PSIG) (refer to graph in
annex 11).

- A silencer bag which attenuates the noise level less than 58 dBa at 250 litres/minutes to
76 dBa at 1150 litres/minute.

- A manifold system welded to the suit and distributing the air to the helmet, the legs and
the arms.

- An exhaust by two world patented valves placed in the helmet and in the back. These
valves ensure a remarkable airtight seal in case of accidental air-feed cut off, or when
putting the suit in under pressure through abrupt movements. The valves regulate the
overpressure in the garment between 3 mbar (0.042 PSIG) and 10 mbar (0. 142 PSIG)
for supply air pressure between 3 bar (42 PSIG) and 6 bar (85 PSIG)

- The benefits of this system are

- High heat removal through superior airflow
- Non irritating diffuse ventilation
- Resistance free breathing
- High level of comfort for long and strenuous jobs in contaminated areas
- Very low noise level
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DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

- One piece PVC, fire proof suit. (Thickness 20/100mm for technical data concerning the material,
refer Annex I of this document)

- Welded PVC gloves

- Incorporated overboots with strengthened sole

- Binding ties on the overboots

- Reinforced elbows, knees and crotch

- Dual zipper system: - metal zipper for mechanical strength
- PVC zipper for air and gas tightness (0.30 PVC thickness)

- Supple transparent PVC helmet, fitted with a transparent distortion free, PVC face plate 6"x 8"
giving almost the same optical quality as glass.

- Quick release strip from forearm, overhead to forearm, for easy removal. This is used both for
undressing or emergency egress. (Emergency egress takes less than 3 seconds).

- Quick release strip for access to the mouth.

- Welded sleeve for communication cable.
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GENERALCONSIDERATIONS

THE MURUROA SUIT IS AVAILABLE IN SIX SIZES

Size 0 1,55 m -4 1,62 meter 5 feet I inch 5 feet 4 inches
Size 1 1,60 - 1,68 meter 573" - 5'6"
Size 2 1,68 -4 1,74 meter 5'6" -4 5'8"
Size 3 1,74 - 1,82 meter 5'8" -4 6'0"
Size 4 1,82 -4 1,92 meter 6'0" - 6'3"
SizeS 1,92 -e 2,05 meter 6'3" - 6'8"

But if any individual selects a suit size different from the recommended size, the operating and
safety characteristics will not change.

WEIGHT 1200 grams (2.64 LBS)

FEEDING PRESSURE 6 bar (85 PSIG)

FLOW 450 up to 1150 Lit/minute (16 - 41 CFM)

STORAGE

- The suit should be used by the third year from the date of manufacture.

- It must be stored in its original packaging.

- The storage temperature has to stay between 00C and 600C (320F - 140 0F)

- If the storage temperature was below 50C (41 0F) the suit must be stored approximately
3 hours at a room temperature until the suit become flexible.

- The usage temperature range + 5° C and + 550C (410 - 1310F) depends on air fed
temperature
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Technical characteristic of PVC material 20/100 mm using French standards, which would
correspond to ANSI standards.

Characteristic Standards Results Units

Density NFT 51063 1.38 gm/cm3
Traction Resistance NFT 54102 2 143 N/cm2

Stretch before tear NFT 54102 2 178
Tear resistance NFT 46007 245 N/cm2

Weld resistance than material resistance NFT 54122 Peel 50 | Tear 65 %
Resistance to cold NFT 51102 -10 0C

Vapour permeability NFH 00030 34.1 g/m2124h
Volatility on activated charcoal NFT 51167 • 6

Spark perforation NFC 26225 9.2 KV
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European Standard CEN/TC 162 N 738 for ventilated protective clothine
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Foreword

This Ejropean Standard has been prepared by the Technicai C:mrnmit:ee CENITC 162 'Prctective clothing
inc!udtng hand and arm protection and lifejackets' the secretadia: of which is held by DIN.

This European Standard has been prepared under a mandate griet :o CEN by the Europe3n Commission and the
European Free Trade Association and supports essential reutrements of EU Directive 8916861EEC.
For relationship vwi:.h EU Direc:ive[sl. see informative Ar.nex ZA. rhi:.h is an integral par- of this
standard.

The annex A is normative and contains the activity sequence fcr the testing of the protecticn factcr.

Further parts of this standard will deal with requirements for unvent.lated protective clothing and protection
against liquids and gases.

In accordance with the CENICENELEC Rules, the following cu.un:ries are bound to implement this European
Standard:
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1 Scope

Thia Euzr~can Standcard Z~evdie% 6 Chc ek ::_erisc tc Vo~ ~lhing rtetectini; th~e v.ezrer 9:
pairrcuafe fal'oaactive con:.4Ma713t..

Thr. E-.screai Stadad doe-, r4.: , yir,~ Pr:-,c;.zn faifts: razg .di~sicrt ard hc" ~rrzcuicr~co
patierns apanzt contarnir-tricr wwtn tadio~rn wsa-.:e Cy ai--en~if and.Cr :hc? cuti~, r-Ca MeStlel.

2 Normative references

TI-i E-,rccealn'siandat a cae by' tatea cr uncate: reference. cr~vsiscns from ct.Ief ruttnrs Tsues
nctm'1ri:ve teldencezc are c6:ed a::h utcrie tj; w. .he text a,~! he pubiz±a::ens die ti.:eA 'cet~r ~
eae. tcfcrcn'ccz, cutsecuenl: &a-%ndmtn:z to cr~revis.:nis of any of *!-.eze putfica3tionzs 0a-Iy to .Iurea
z,. ndard crily wrten Liccr rP:e3.c inrk by arnendr-en ct e,micm~. FV' u.ndat-2- references ithe tales: Cdi-cn of
the ;v%!3-cn re.fcrtd :z a:g1ees.

EN 146
Rgzia:aory proteczive devticez - F-wertz f;ierirg crevit inc~r c~ztir._ heirncts cr f ods -Rc-u~renrer:s.-

EN 270
Aczziratctv Prz;:e=:ive cevices- Ccrn;?esse' ar hne coehhi? zaaj n=::rt-atrflg A hoed P ecuire-

irss es:inq. rmaikini;

EN .6 - V
Frote-nme clwh~n; -Ger~erai recu .rernents

EN 530
Abrazicn. re.-ir.tnce of ;rctei-t:~e cVcthi-n'-wtfli -. :m:-c

EN EC62
F~c:e::rit clctrinq - te scIreit Test rrvetc. : ;ncur1e rc:~.;:anci

,P~ec-rialce reCuiren~cnis fcr ver.iated and rion-visisua: 'as..igh:--~y- Iiz ~ anc 'ncn-r3.:.ight'
I'Ty;e 21 !~c:v c!oth~r.

r?EN II146
PRes;iratcry rpcte-hte cevicts Mut :e!r:.e 5~.nsn~ Ccen-irT.. =cn:,essd 1-r wzg
9:pa-alus tC~tfl a head I ;~rtz::. 'air es:lze a~~~:vri% h~ccc Fr:ircmcr,::, :;:

EN 2B9,71
Iutbbr c. ;ias:.4s ccate! ftatic*s Deter -.,a~cn V~ :'eCC-r,; rmz4:ofce

EN 29073-4
TexrOcs . Test. rn,.v:.ijai fcr ne vwcveit:- P.~-- Cgfer n.C,,i f tt2 rezz: anze

ISO E08:
I e W- *wovenI fahnz: . D,,erem-inszjcn cf :retair; rl-;h - rC(3 methed

AUtter ofr las~ic~ ctated !atrics . Derir..rni~tcr cf teziz.arcii :~rnaam e by feu1ing lcynxnic rreunoc~

3 Definitions

F--r tr.e rLn'zcses t:.. stae ar-e lictlovim aeti'ir.Cti :

3.1 Protec:ive clothing against radioactive contamnination

Prc.c.-:r~re cocznfln interce!,: po;cvmw cc m~rc::' to -e sU n if tecfe~ur to rme rem:atcty Va,: 3;2 ns
rad;cact~ve conlarmahicn..
3.2 Ventilated Protective ~oithling

Prcle--t.ve cf.-&ins o'v0icizesurotvt~lnk';aiflS ttedchate z;r nsvrins w nal~ o vlenzituc sitry :vrre:t a s rhe whe-
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body.

3.3 Nominal protection factor (inward leakage. IL)

The ratio of the average concentrations of a test aerosol or gas measured in the ambient atmosphere and inside
the hood of the protective clothing at the point where the wearer draws breath. The concentrations taken into
account are the average concentrations recorded during a standardized test.

3.4 Radioactive contamination

Presence of radioactive substances in or on a material or in a place where they are undesirable cr could be
harmful.

3.5 Seams

A permanent fastening between two or more pieces of protective clothing material.

3.6 Assemblages

A permanent fastening between two or more different garments. or between protective clothing anc
accessories, obtained. for example by sewing, welding, vulcanising, gluing.

3.7 Join

A non-permanent fastening between two different garments, or between protec:ive clothing and accessories.

3.8 Closure

A device. for example. zipper. 'touch and close' fastener, etc.. to close openings for donning or removing :ne
protective clothing.

4 Design

4.1 Frctec-ive clothing against radioactive contamiraticn shall cor.liy witk the general requirements specified
ir. EN 3o0.

4.2 The design of the protective clothing shall be such that the protective clothing is szraightforNard to put
on and take off. and to minimize the risk of contamination, testing according to 'practical performance test'
(see 6.2).

4.3 The clothing can be designed for single or multiple use.

4.4 The protective clothing (see 3.2) may consist cf one or several parts. The clothing may be fitted with a
respiratory protective device to enable the wearer tc breath in case of failure of the primary air supply.

5 Requirements

5.1 Materials
The materials used for protective clothing against radioative contamination shall meet the requirements
according to table 1 after the pretreatment in accordance with 6.1.1 and 6.1.2.
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Tablel: R elqiremein:: Ito -he rr;.senz

Reqsiriment Classification 'e:: ::ortfin; to onlikable got
reusatle zingl1e use

0:rasicn rest 6 > 20Co Cyc.!e. EN !OC. t.Ii:r.: 2 yts ye:
S-l'c: 5 > 1500 Crc.hi CO d:tasiv paxe! AC-

4 > 1000 Cyc!g; corc&s to rtENJ 9V2*
3> 5C0 Cycle! I 1 E kFa
2 > t 00 Cyc!ez covwn rasd rei:_e
I > IO Cvces

Flex crackirg 6 > 100000 Cyclez (So 7*5:. Mtncd e yes r.o
rea:is4nce 5 > OOO Cycks

r :> 15000 Cyclez
3> 5000 cyilez,
2 > 2sOO Cyc*!c
2 > 1000 cycles'1 > OO1ti

PunctureIrcs t > CO N Er-JE;| y -es ye:
srle2 > so N4

1I> lO U.

Fess:arxe to 2 no tlctk~r;g ISO ES Ve! r;e
btcic' nb 1 blkIs I
I-e ncse Se I : I_
Te*r resis:ance 6r> eo 1` ISO 07-'4 ye: yes

.> 'E o`

4 > SctJ
> ION

.qf sh& no: Cati.rw ; ttEtl 11-5 y:ric yes Ves
rna~eflal_, vi,_erf haurn -- urnef oms:l
and an;cDlzry
car-II.

.0. S: Unca ` materxtia~shai3. n--t be tes:us a;a'est rtsear.ce .c hlcck-. The mt : rgzcr.
shal be marked 'tJct tesed agaris:.

NOTE 2: 1I prctec:ion a;'in4r ha:arccus chernic:l is rezured :hen tes:in- has :c be csrri-e Ou:
2::ocding to tio ralcvont chemtri IM1ndard:.

5.2 Ventilated protective cdothing

5.2.1 General

The eesign of tse pcte;ie c-vthing ha! te ce tez:ed In :ne rrnta:i -efrmance te::, :efie: 6 o.2.

5.2.2 Requirement: for she nomrinal protecfcn faC:t ((IA

Ven-,12ed Crcte:Vt clct:hins shal be cass;faeX a:::,in, ' :;nle ^. Tes:in; s:aorcin; :^E.: wnvt UMe
ne:e::are a~zviTV snuenco a::oimin; tc a:-nex A. a: trn iin-..:. Aesin 1zr II"% rfe.
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Table 2; Le3lase

CLass Mailmurm1 Vl3ut f mean Ik3'-og in~to Ntninal protccticn faclo:J the hood during exercise at

______e

actviyaciAet

-OI.C.04 1 .c:- 0  G OJ

G .0 .GC E 2 COC=
__ __ __ I 0.02 1 _ ___ ___O =

2 1 c.o. - o.02 'C'I
10.10 a . 2000

1,O1TE 1: M.axi:um value~S ilcau-iated a-, %no avera;p pet.-citmnctc vci all test se-uencts,

1,1OE 2: Nzrmunal prolmicn~t facmc? i th.c :c::;rcal ef me IL ectlzned cufrirg &1 a--vitki
5.2.3 Surength of' Sczams. Joins arA Asserntlages

5.2.3.1 Seems

A swancIe cf ea zy ela zeam sh.all te teivec in ae::-rczrce vitr ISC E0t2 Annex A2 Cnar.ac
of %taversei. Three scecimens et isch i:c: o sean s'nal bt tt-::cd anc :ne rrea. of each set Cf hihe!

sa~k c~i~L~e.TIe ipmren:. sjezr re ilefrnnce sholl te o~assifrec &=-c~ing to the ktve-z of
cerfcrrrm~ne ;ivcn 'zr. ,t;ie 3. us~nq tIe Viefs, me;r. rerJ:. i.e. V~e uviea3'ezl ;e~m. type.

It me %es,. i3 n-i: acIi-catle tecau-se :estrvn;dh cf re ma-r~a r. kvve ',ha#- ;me, streng:Tl at thet
5Czrr.s. trne value et n'AwaI :ear rsi-slance !nc*.fd te vseOi fct rzsffi~1cflcn :the searrz.

1JoTsEL Ithe test- mettho, dscrbes in ISO CEis crJ :hcltAtle t sirsigh: Sea3-= jcirung t-w;
tie:e:- of material.

Table 0:a:1kina seam zrcnge~

CLess Semmsor~ eflg.1i In t

1 ~>30
3 I> 7z2_____I> E
1* > SC

5.2.3.2 Joins and assemblages'

TIhe icins zr.-z a53q -.ofa;e1 bitwtee~ the szuxanac :a:va.I r.afu e.g. oeft.een &lves anc lev.
baces ania :rCuse, legs. VItW! he mwezt 04r accvdine -.P.1r O.! an 3inn r utl C 1co II.

5.2.4 Visof

The vi,-r s'eaI ctmnttv wilh tatle .t -.Where a:.1c~gpn; 'c~mcues( Ale Usec! Cr :;-T~ by the MI-u.
fac-re- ne.y mai Mc, hav al lal-Verse afttic en tne hcz:-~: of .,e vvwearr cr Ofn the Oig
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Table 4! Re uiremreris frthe vizer

Propertlki cf the vLsor Rec~rement Testinq

Oes-:orioj= el vi;-10r. the los Oi.: Shari no: e~d to rezw~ letter; en an~ ooriertric.21
two scalest en.."e cmrlri~,ha3 chart at a d4s:ance of t rn i urir.;
char t-e pra.-tical vrl~ct.zr.:t zeat

____ ___ ____ ___ __ _ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ _ =r aiYng to 6 .2

Mechanical strength 3s1131 net be v dzily z;ed '1 ac:vrdrng to EN ;46
%uch a wav so. tcbo be ikily to,
affer. Liie Perftrmn~rce cf the !U"t
s,'s:em _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5.2.5 Air SuFFy system

Couplhngs arnd ccnnet-6crts sriai ;oritoly w.ith Ell 70.
The itzr-nec:Ici tenivetri the e rnurcmsd air -suzly tue -.c :ne sil.s. aricluex~g a hn vt:ueadec
carts. teft or c~he ;rz or mreans of 3? bi-.:Zng the swj: :a the bcdy sratl wtrisutnd a 2SO ? pull vwhen
tested acce inOG :o C-B5

NOTE. Should be cerficrrea before *the inviarz!1att:

5.2.6 r t n; h s

Tshe breathr'ng hese zhallt ezm:cW %-*.h the te-.ui-c~ vsz c. EN' 270.
5.2.7 Ait flow rate

T worc mutt systamz sthag be totted. on~e ct viit has to tf : : ~ c as soe; ifieo inr-1.LZ. W hen
:estee: :e &'r flow ratec into the Sunt ,swermns~ not te. le,: vtar. tne manufucturets muimumrr design
S-10ow rate. The rna~num lco. tate sball r-oz ex'-eed t.he r-avirnur as s:a~ed bty :e riznufa.-utet. Teo;:

in .u:c.-rcan.,e vWith- e,Z

Trhe flow. rate v-~d :ho ;:biin of the 'it&he Suh 1.VtMet Z1Z Mrit C3Ls cistress, to the wesnre!
tv 1^.c3cb coocin;. T-h-e heat stre-se f.as to Wctni-erea. ir, t a::crcance vvi 5.2,

NOTIE: Pita: sttes I-&! tC be considermO

5.2.8 Ali flow rats warning device
1l an avidible warning cevice is inorporvete in tihe suit a-isw, it shall orzr:.--' to EN .27C. eucect tor me
!ounld pfezzurc lefe' .whsch r.ay be 'in the range 95cE 10:~ dt-AI y~nrie measured a- -.ne eirs of the
we-,rer. The trezuen-cv rac;e =I tthe virnting deuice $ha.t e ttvteni :oo H.- le 4COC h-:.
Five watning devicets Srla t teztte , one of whrch tha: tz -cpe:n.ic a5 scee feo in C.I.. Te-
sting a--cording lo EN 17C.

5.2.9 Supply valve

It a variab-le c.nmincus ftcv. vtlve is. fititza. i s u' la e nrily t El 27C. The valve srnalf cenmita to u:
the air flz-?. rate in the rainge 1ftro the rninsrrwrr to Vie ma-uini 3s sceciled in S-1.7. itn~ll notbe
Coss;--le to C~ote the Valve to res-z.IC1 :.he air uolow tc'cw tr.t rn~inffrn desi~nJ Ar 11lo% Wae.

5.2.10 Elihaust device:.

itle suit zhall tv cravicez: vam. einau i devict% vetic! s ai c.nvu tov.:rk cart c-2 a:e -i re.-tin
vftoa rtes.;Qut In M4i lullIte 15cc -.212 14,durln;i v~~e zrzc-:2 ;rt~cirr r.-u te-.t itee e.'! O c tsurng mede irim inanion 0? !!!C p r;?t " C n fa oC t se ei. 5 ze v ih E

5.21 IIPressure lIn the si~t:

The cveroressute sna not eceed '4OCOP~s mnean arrc ::o0 Pa -ea#. A'ro-silue prezsurr shall be
m ainairlec. Tteting m~t 'e. maximurnsir f~w rat.a aunrirl :. i=,v secivence %recfir= in 4nnt'x A
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5.2.12 Carbon dioxide content of the inhalation air

The carbon dioxide content of the inhalation air. determined a- the minimum air flcv rate. shall not
exceed an average of 1.0 Ir (by volume), tested acccrding to EN 270. Two suits shall ce tested. one
cf which has to be pretreated as specified in 6.1.1.

5.2.13 Noise associated with the air supply to the suit

The noise measured in the suit at the ears shall not exceed E0 dBfA) at the maximum manufacturers'
design flow rate. To be tested in accordance with EN 270. Twc suits shall be tested. cne of *vhich has
to be pretreated as specified in 6.1.1.

6 Test methods

6.1 Test preparations

6.1.1 Pretreatment

When the c!othing is intended to be reusable the requirements fcr :he materials cr the c-mplete clothing
shall be proved after 5 cycles of cleaning and disinfection according to the manufacturer's instructions
for use before tes:ing.

6.1.2 Conditicning

All material samples shall be c-nditioned by storage at (20 = 2) IC and (65 i 5) S6 relative humidity
fcr at leas: 24 h. Star. each of the tests as spse.-fied in 6.1-.3 and E.1.4. within ^ min ater removal
from the conditioning atmosphere.

6.1.3 Visual Inspection

A visual inspection snail be carried out by the tes: hzuse pricr to the labcratory cr t.e practical
performance test. This may entail a certain amcur.n cf dismantling in accordance with the manufactu-
rers' informaticn for maintenance.

6.1.4 Preconditioning for the practical performance test

If the manufacturer does not state the preccnditioning atmosphere for the practical performance test,
the complete clothing shall be exposed:

a) for 4 h to a temperature of 1-30 : 3) *C and allcwed to return to ambient ccnditions. followed by
b) for 4 h to an atmosphere of (60 ± 31 'C at 95 %° relative humidity. It shall then be allcwed to return to
ambient temPerature.

6.2 Practical performance test

6.2.1 General

The tests shall be carried cut by two. test persons at (20 = _) *C and a relative humidity of less than
60 %. The test temperature and humidity shall be recorded. The background noise shall not be greater
than 75 dBiA).

The test persons shall be selected who are famiiiar with using such or similar protective clothing. The
persons will be drawn frorn those people certified as fit to d: so by the medical officer. The necessity
cf a rnedical examination before or sucervisicn during the tests shall be at the tesir-.g officers discretion.

Prior tc the tes: tnere is an examination tha: tne suit is in wcrking-conditicn ard tnat i: can be used
withcut danger. If more than one size of a clothing is manufactured :he subjects are asked to select the
acoropriate size. Ensure that the air suoply is within :he soecified parameters. Two suits shall be tested.
each being tested on one test person.

After fitting the suit each tes: person is asked Does the suit fit? . If the answer is Yes'. continue the
test. If the answer is No. replace the test person or the suit.
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6.2.2 Procedure

During the tes, the following activities shall be dcne in sirnulatior. f the practical use of the suit:

-he test shall be completed within a total working time of 20 min
- walking on the level witn regular rate of 5 km h" fcr 5 rnin
* filling a small baske: (see figure 1. approximate vclurre 2 I) with 12 mm chippings (e.g. limes:cr.e
chiccings) or other suitable material from a hopper which stands 1.5 m high and has an opening at the
bottom to allow the ccntents to be shovelled out and a furtner ccening a, the toC where the chippings may
be returned. The person stoops or kneels as he wishes and fills the basket with chippings. He then lifts the
basket and empties the contents back into the hopoer. This is receated 15 to 20 times in 10 min

1. 1

f 7

.. I

Figure 1: hopper and basket

6.2.3 Information so be recorded

During the practical performance test the clothing shall be subjectively assessed by the wearer and the
fcllowing shall be recorded:

a) harness comfort (see 6.61;
bl security of fastening and couplings;
ci access bility of controls and pressure gauge (if finted):
d) clarity and field of vision from the faceciece and/cr visor;
el clothing comfort:
f) ease of speech transmission;
gi any other comments volunteered by the wearer.

6.3 Measurement of minimum and maximum air flow rate

Connect the ends of the distribution system collectively to a Giitable measuring device. Record the
maximum air flow delivered at the manufacturers specified air suoply. I' a control valve is fitted, record
the maximum delivered air flow and the minimrum delivered air flow.

The value cf minimum and maximum air flew rate shall be determinec under the cznditicn of exercise 6
of Annex A. Ierscn standing st.ll).

6.4 Determination of the protection factor

The protec::cn factor shall be determined in accordance with prEN 943-1. Sodium chloride test method
shall be used. Activity sequences for :esung are given in Annex A of this standard.
the ceterrrinatior. has to be done a, the minimum design air ticw rate Isee 5.2.7).

On two test subjec:s fcur new suits shall be tested. Two suits per tes; subject.
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For ea--h tndvicua! tte-, C=1cuLSe IhC aiihmttic ?45fl vJ? the tret ,timt.
Calcwta:e tne Vrceniage inward leakage (to as tod'ws

C. chaene concentration in the te-:, cheirnter,
C. rmean cnctnt razin in the breathing z:.ne tat tzv~ extize. For c3ssifiM-on accwrd.ng to

ltek 2. :he aver43;i value fee Lic four it"' zhaUl te :kein.

6.5 Join and assem'blage pulltest
Assem~ble ±he mearm of aremicrner accotdi:o-' the r.*falc-.re~s frnf1rm.-cn. It, the az±imoaen
(e.g. glove Cr hoot) is t: el" not Strong enough to azzly t:e reou red pull sutsuuem; an~ itemn truea:--.
Se.-urtty an:ah cne oar. to1 a fiicea: cap. A~;;ly -e iteuia: 14crze kngvuc-allf'. Aeoor-'Oa:whi:~i f.rce
it ;ans cr state :nat all the requirc.,. for~cel: was s:ill ccrnce t.

6.6 Exhaust dovice pull test

Moun: the surz on to a dur---v tcrmc wht~ czn be .c:tco sz tnat r.e L-a-1 can he a;:Ie: axialy~ n
exhaust idevice. A system Cf retoair.; suic.- C.* banca 'to f~ned eve, :--e sun zrcunc .he .x3:devkce
Sc LVa, .he Icac is 3a-phid as difee-y as oz~ tz ine f i-ing ei tne exhaus: device in .ie suit.
Exeer a fcrce et I50 2.!l N to the texhatl C.s: ccva rc boit tar IC S. Reoet 10 :vrres.
Examren:e tn xhauu-t cevice for ::;ns C( ez ; CT131;e

7 Marking
Tthe marking shall caritcy with the S~e-.ifiea1icns C.l EN 240 wv t'le ~i:~a~as ;ie i 4urc:-.
The 1eve.1e rcf pfcrmnar.:i el :he In.wardl fka;e-O (IL)an.s be markt.- as:

figure 2: F-ctc;,2,

8 Manufacturers' informotion
Tshe m=94AntctUrefs iAtrTmaticfl &hz3.Czm~iV'%%1 the z-e.mfttca::c.S of E!I 2:.:
A.ne fcown;i infe~r st:-zn is~a~i eufcarl

*in-1t'a.-Oiers tot ~tcmfl, u01.12;.i?:. renuvr; a7:z s:?-ir.;.
I.:=i;C3txCf:. Iin.:zns el Uze Itcmperm:u-e :;rge e,::J

* !e!:-s :o be catrir.e cu: by the ~ieifet be.re use lit :ezulret~.
* maintnanza arnd ceaniinc a-id dmiant~-':matio:cn bs4 e;-. shr wenng (it reouifeel.

-he ma :tc:~rers. shatl sceml o itv rt couuie zu;;lv cressure artd flow tange ne-eisisa icmin o

Wat-6inig lif acofc~raa:e1 %hall be.groen S'-rz% ;'rctler-s SWY it be encountered. aste;. he~t itsz-~:
9e:enC~nc en mei air t.lcw rate. wcW*10163. tnvircrir-en.ar atmcsccere. and so on.
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Annex A (normativ)

Activty sequcencsp for the' tei~ng 6f the protection iactor

Table AlI: Acthnfty £tevenir lot thie :enng rf the ;rotecticin factor

tlO seu eIci- Ctr;1me CI

e re-s. pezr fr. th 2tm______

2 Idcn boots. qlavez. etc, as re:%.-ree a=.!;r~g ic :ne ma-tufac:u'r;

3 perzon to eoi-ey %eit ch.amber, c~nrec: .ting :: met sample patntj .I.no Teel. s ge-I :
4 jes'abuizh backrolound reading at wnrIe :-oznt win cttin stan3n

St ~an. Itz: agent jnldA~dw to s;ii

-recctrd te3kast zn~d;rcsvure St ~t2=C ;c::r V.-T. ute ;tr.Cl Suan.Idrce t:-1 .

r ure t. tsr ne -nn Uwni___________~s

31 At1 km_____

II rrcciac an~se d'ptws'sure at Arr;le ;cirz, Cecon a-rni --z
v: *,I" dzwni atove nii heigh: and lcc;~n; wcard' e.g. lit'ing

I :ie::- Ihaif bric~kI fiern DCs t: Sh~ 1tev!!_____1

2 rectrd le.a.z;e arsd ;:essLure a:r ;~;cin:. rws.-n dcin; ccr-.:. I
1j I se! e: &:'enl and aaaw to, ce-,=t:e m- ceus:n m rn ze

tNOTE; Tohe :::e31 vri-al ray vary, a4 i e ate ar-:r:w;na-e ea-d are :ts~o' er.W1s

,Awa~se r sitih s ivt brz 2 r.-ane-f eazvn *xzr::ze :eicc :- xi: i z~o~:rry CVe- :4 fefU7: Itm CnV
exe'cise to the cLncr.

flectre a!?enC.:chemical ccnzinfl=C.!N u-sir; a !103!h? cc ti~f r.0iliie&.

Feo-rd tie jcrelss... in:Z4 zhe suit O.-tt thus .%n.?cl :me.
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Annex ZA (inforrmaive)

Clauses of :his Euro pean Standord addressing ez:-Antial requifernents or other provisions of EU

'rrac:~ ' S-.ancaar ha: botrn precaredi undfer ~ EuI~ the Euvec~eanCcmmmilekn
j:: .rm Euizresn Free Trzde .s-.!5uc T, .:CtiI rcwl, ement.s ef FEU Dtre~ive

F5:SMESC.

WA;IN :Other retuirerne.:s and other EU Directve, enzy be 4a Iacab~e :o the rcu:) taflig
tiimr. C-.PC of S.adad

The fc~vang clau:e% of MSt fl:.nIr d avt liely lo tuc ecuire-ents coi recvNe e9'ESEcEEC.

EUi'Direc:ive E9!6Er6(EEC..A~rir~eX it I use CI thisrat ,.,

1.3 Confcr. a-id e~~'

.4InA rnfom a~ion s'u~cced ytvc i n~~a~~e

2,2 FPE 'enecosrn' MIe pat of the tod4 to te rtc-c~ed A and E

2.~ PFE htzcaring c n e o '.-ranc MI=~akncr:;'t
ens'ks diree:ly or indirec:IN rea~g heahth ar- la'ev

3.9 Radatcn vroteztiwi .. z

CzrIt~CVwir*. :,ie C!a5..r1a!. of Ozr? ' ::n..arc rrcwces ent rnta-, cf; con.1cirmrnn m~ e zz'e_-fiz CT'*
sentia, remwe2enmcn ci :.,e Directive ==eme~re roa~'~~E rC;ula..icrl2.
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Protection Factor determined during fit test exercises for V4 Fl
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Test Results carried out on the full encapsulated suit
MURUROA V4F1 ref. 8481X1T

For the EC Type Examination Certificate
N0007311 97/162112197/0028

You will find below the detailed results taken In account for being able to statue on the
conformity of this equipment in accordance with the Essential Requirements of the European
Standard pr EN 1073-1 . Other results those are non pointed out in this report are already
written in the EC TYPE Examination certificate (dated December 10th 1997)

1 - Air Flow entering the suit when connected to a 6 bar feeding pressure (paragraph
2.3.2. of the EC Type Examination Certificate)

2 - Carbon dioxide content of the inhalation air when measured at the minimum air
flow of 450 I/mn (paragraph 2.3.12. of the EC Examination Type)

Test N01 C02 contents(%) Test N°2 C02 contents(%)

1 0,86 0,93

2 0,68 0,68

3 0,75 0,82

3 - Noise level associated with the air suppIv to the suit when tested at the maximum
air flow rate at 6 bar (paragraph 2.3.13 of the EC Examination Type)
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4 - Inward leakage average- Fit Factor measured at the minimal air flow of 45011mn
(paragraph 2.3.3. of the CE Examination Type)

Suit n'
1 2 3

Exercise
Standing still > 120 000 > 120 000 > 120 000

Walking (5 kmlh) 76 700 90 900 66 000

Moving arms up and down 113 800 > 120 000 113 800
above head

Continuous squats 30 000 41 700 50 000

Bending forward 110 000 103 400 91700

Person twisting at waist > 120 000 > 120 000 > 120 000

Person crawling 55 000 > 120 000 31 400

5 - Pressure In the suit when measured at the maximum air flow when suit connected
under 6 bar feeding pressure (paragraph 2.3.11 .of the EC Examination Type)

Suit n 1 2 3

Exercise P min(Pa) P Max. P min(Pa) P Max. P min(Pa) P Max.

Standing still 275 280 295 305 275 280

Walking ( 5 km/h) 200 800 300 900 600 900

Moving arms up and down 150 400 160 420 250 800
above head

Continuous squats 30 900 30 1050 70 1700

Bending forward 80 1550 60 1900 100 1900

Person twisting at waist 140 500 160 420 160 650

Person crawling 160 900 150 850 250 1050

6 Air supplv system (paragraph 4- 6 of the or EN 1073-1)

In accordance with the paragraph 4.6; the connexion between the compressed air supply
system and the suit has been tested for a steady pull of 250 N. The three suits have been
tested successfully. However, it appears a deformation of the fabric, near the regulation air
flow device. A reinforced area could certainly avoid this deformation.
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Certificate No. 0073/197/162/12/97/0028 for Mururoa V4 F1
issued by the Institute for Nuclear Protection and Security
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INSTITUTE FOR NUCLEAR PROTECTION AND SECURITY

Technical Center for Nuclear Equipment Certification

In accordance with the directive 8916861EEC dated December 21th 1989 comparing the laws of the
States Members Legislations relative to the Personal Protective Equipments, and the decrees no 92-
765, 766 and 768 dated July 2 9 'h 1992 transposing the directive into French Laws.

The organisation herebelow mentioned (IPSN / CTHEN) whose references are as follows:

- Address: B.P. n° 6 - 92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex (France).

- Empowered by Order of the Ministries of Employement and Agriculture dated December 24th
1996.

- Identified under the ne 0073 (published in the EEC Official Publication dated July 23 th 1994).

Assigns the:

EC TYPE EXAMINATION CERTIFICATE
N0 0073/ 1971 162 112/9710028

To the following Personal Protective Equipment model:

- Designation: Ventilated Protective Suit against Radioactive Contamination pressurised for a
single use only.

- Commercial reference: MURUROA V4 F1 - ref. 848 1XIT.

- Manufacturer: DELTA PROTECTION / REDI - 69 210 Saint-Germain-Sur-L'Abresle.

- Certificate applicant: DELTA PROTECTION - ZA. De Berret-30200 Bagnols-Sur-Ceze.

- Essential Requirements Reference: EN 143, pr EN 1073-1 (July 1997), pr EN 943-1
(October 1997), EN 270, EN 1146 (April 1997).

Date: December 1 Oth 1 997
J. CORBIERE/ Chief of CTHEN

Nota: According to article R 223-62 of the 'Working Law", the empowered organisation should be
informed of any modification made to the material subject of this EEC type examination certificate, as
well as of any modification made to the contents of this technical file on which the delivered type
certificate was based on (address, manufacturer name, quality insurance certificate extract, ...)

This certificate contains 12 pages no 1/12 to 12/12

F-h , in oV "d b. ued An d.a.
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1. DESCRIPTION

It is a Ventilated Protective Suit against Radioactive Contamination ventilated type - pressurised for a
single use only, its name is:

MURUROA V4 F1 - ref. DELTA: 8481X1T

The T values are defined according to the size of the suit.

The X values are defined according to the pipe butt (Staubli or CEJN) allowing to connect the suit to
the breathable compressed air supply system.

The attached list - annex 2 - gives all the references defined by this ECEC.

The suit includes:

- A air tight suit with an incorporated hood

- A suit fastening system located on the back of the suit.

- A breathable air flow supply system.

- A air exhaust device.

- A safety strip for emergency opening located on the hood.

Frwnch ve*.o or.y 11 b. u"d WOn C.pe
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1.1. MAIN MATERIALS

- Skin of the suit:

PVC 9013 - Formule 1010, 20/1 00 mm thickness.

- Hood:

PVC Cristal - 30/1 00 mm thickness.

- Visor:

PVC (astraglass) 50/100 mm thickness.

- Gloves:

PVC Sempersoft type - Size 9-91/2 for all the sizes of the suits.

* Boots:

PVC 9013 - formulation 1010 - 20/100 mm thickness, reinforced PMI.

1.2. COMPONENTS

- Internal Ventilation System:

It includes a total ventilation V4 fitted with a valve with butt.

- Exhaust:

It includes two exhaust valves located on the head and on the back of the suit.

- Fastening device:

It includes a double zip fastener situated vetically on the back of the suit.

- Other components:

The suit includes:

* A safety strip for an emergency opening located on the hood.
- A acoustic link tunnel.
- A loop for breathable air supply pipe.
- Several internal strengthening pieces for elbows, knees and Imegs.
- A transparent window to visualise the dosimeter.

FP hwd ion wdy dell be lad when d
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2. CONFORMITY TO REQUIREMENTS

2.1. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MATERIALS (except accessories: Gloves, slippers...)
(See paragraph 4.2. of the Norm EN 1073-1)

2.1.1. Abrasion Resistance

Test according to the Norm EN 530 - method 2 (abrasive paper 00). The classification is
carried out according to the following diagram:

Class Number of cycles

6 > 2 000 cycles

5 > 1500 cycles

4 > 1 000 cycles

3 > 500 cycles

2 > 100 cycles

1 > 10 cycles

Results: Class 6 for PVC 9013- formule 1010-20/100mm thickness.
Class 6 for Cristal PVC 30/100 mm thickness.

.1.2. Flexcracking Resistance

Test according to the Norm ISO 7854 - method B. The clasification is carried out according to
the following diagram:

Class Number of cycles

6 > 100 000 cycles

5 > 40 000 cycles

4 > 15 000 cycles

3 > 5 000 cycles

2 > 2 500 cycles

1 > 1 000 cycles

This test is not applicable to suits for one single use only.

F-.h At wdy " b. u,.d f4 diaft
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2.1.3. Puncture Resistance

Test according to the Norm EN 863. The classification is carried out according to the
following diagram:

Class Puncture resistance
3 > 100N
2 > 50N
I > ION

Results: Class 2 for PVC Cristal - 30/1 00 mm thickness.
Class 1 for PVC 9013 - Formule 1010 -20/100 mm thickness.

2.1.4. Resistance In blocking

Test according to the Norm EN 25978. The classification is carried out according to the
following diagram:

Class Comments

2 non stick

_ sticky

This test is not applicable to non-coated materials.

2.1.5. Tear Resistance

Test according to the Norm EN 29073-4. The classification is according to the following
diagram:

Class Applied strength

6 > 150 N

5 > 80N

4 > 40N

3 > 20N

2 > ION

I > 2N

Results :. Class 3 for PVC 9013 - Formule 1010 - 20/100 mm thickness.
Class 4 for Cristal PVC - 30/1 00 mm thickness.

F.nrch v l o.dy X b. uwd wtwn dlFm
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2.1.6. Flammability of materials, visors, and ancillary parts

Tests are carried out according to the Norms EN 1146 - single burner test (paragraph
7.5.3).
Results: Test requirements entirely fulfilled.

2.2. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ACCESSORIES

2.2.1. Gloves
The gloves set on the MURUROA V4 F1 ref. 8481X1T comply with the specific
requirements for this type of Individual Protection Equipment, mainly to the Norm EN
421 'Protective Gloves against ionizer radiation and radioactive contamination".

They have Special EC Examination Certificates (ECEC) based on contracted tests.

2.2.2. Boots
The boots are part and parcel of the suit and are made of the same constituted material.

Consequently they comply with the requirements.

2.3. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROTECTIVE SUIT

2.3.1. Suit Design: Practical Performance Test

The Practical Performance Test is carried out according to the Norm 1073-1 (paragraph 5.2.).
The conditioning is according to the manufacturer directions for use.

Parameters Valuations

a) Hood comfort
b) Security of fastenings & couplings
c) Accessibility of adjusting devices
d) Clarity of vision through visor
e) Suit comfort
f) Speaking transmission facility
g) Other parameters

Aimless
Good
Good
Good
Good
Aimless
No particular notice

2.3.3. Air flow supply system (project Norm pr EN 1073-1 - paragraph 4.8.)

The manufacturer estimated air flow rates, for a relative air flow supply pressure of 6 bar, with
a tolerance of +/- 10%, are:

* Minimal flow rate
* Maximum flow rate

:30,0 m3.h ' (500 L.min ')
:58,4 m3 h (973 I.min1')

F-h d- 0 " be .. d ~ iwA
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Notice: In order to take into account the manufacturer indicated tolerances, this ECEC tests
have been carried out under the following conditions:

Dmin = 27,0 m3.h ' (450 I.min
Dmax = 64,2 m3.h1 (1070 I.min)

The test concerning the air flow rates of the suit has been realised according to the Norm EN
1073-1 (paragraph 5.3); For an air supply pressure of 6 bar, the air flow rate inside the suit
must not be::

- Below the minimum value estimated by the manufacturer (Dmin), when the valve is on the
.stop' closed position.

- Superior to the maximum value esitimated by the manufacturer (Dmax), when the valve is on
the 'on' opened position.

Results: Requirements entirely fulfilled.

2.3.3. Inward leakage average - Fit Factor (paragraph 4.3. of the project Norm pr EN
1073-1)

The ratio of the average inward leakage (or its contrary : Fit Factor) has been measured
according to the draft Norm pr EN 943-1 (annex A). According to the Sodium Chloride
Method.

Measurements have been performed under the following conditions:

- Quantity of tested suits : 3
- Air flow rate: Adjusted and maintained on minimum flow rate (D min) as indicated in

paragraph 2.3.2.
- Trainings sequence: According to the Norm EN 1073-1 Annex A list.
- Suit preliminary conditioning: According to the advice of the user manual

The ratio of the average inward leakage (or Fit Factor) gives the following classification:

Maximum accepted values, in %, of the ratio of the
Ventilated average Inward Leakage inside the hood,

pressurised calculated on the whole lot of suits FIT FACTOR
S u it _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

classification
For One activity For all activities

5 0.004 0.002 50 000
4 0.010 0.005 20 000
3 0.020 0.010 10 000
2 0.040 0.020 5 000
1 0.100 0.050 2 000

Results : The suit is classified 5.
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2.3.4.1. Seams / Welds (paragraph 4.4.1 of the project Norm pr EN 1073-1)

A sample of each type of seam/weld is tested according to the Norm ISO 5082 (annex 2).
The seam performance level is according to the following classification:

Class Seam resistance (N)

5 > 300

4 > 125

3 > 75

2 >50

1 > 30

The tests have been applied to the following welds:

- Assemblage hood/suit
- Assemblage hood/visor
- Assemblage hood level
- Assemblage belt level
* Assemblage of the strengthening pieces (elbow and knees)
- Assemblage at the level of the arms, back and sides

Results: All the welds are classified 4.

2.3.4.2. Joins and Assemblages (paragraph 4.4.2. - project Norm pr EN 1073-1)

This suit has no removable parts. This paragraph is aimless.

2.3.4.3. Visors (paragraph 4.5. - project Norm pr EN 1073-1)

The distorsion of vision is measured, during the Practical Performance Test, by reading
letters on an optometrical chart placed at a distance of 5 m; The loss of vision must not exced
2 degrees.

The mechanical resistance test of the visor is according to the Norm EN 146 (paragraph 6.7.).

Results: Distortion of vision: Up to requirement.
Mechanical resistance : up to requirement.
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2.3.6. Air supply system (paragraph 4.6. of the project Norm pr EN 1073-1)

The couplings and connections must comply with the requirements of the paragraphs 6.7.1.,
6.7.2., and 6.11.7. of the Norm EN 270. The connection between the compressed air supply
system and the suit must resist to a 250 N pull.

Result: requirement entirely fulfilled.

2.3.7. Breathing Hose (paragraph 4.7. of the project Norm pr EN 1073-1)

Tests are performed according to the Norm 270 (paragraph 7.2. and 7.6). The pipes must not
block the movements nor cause a rupture of the air supply during the Practical Performance
Test.

Result: No constraint.

2.3.8. Air flow rate warning device (paragraph 4.9. of the project Norm pr EN 1073-1)

If a warning is fitted, it must comply to the Norm EN 270 (paragraph 6.13.3). The test must be
carried out according to the Norm EN 270 (paragraph 7.12). The sound level must be
between 85 dB(A) and 90 dB(A).

Result: Aimless (there is no warning device).

2.3.9. Air supply valve (paragraph 4.10 of the project Norm pr EN 1073-1)

For the air supply pressure specified by the manufacturer, the air supply valve must be able
to adjust the air flow between the minimum and maximum values as indicated in the technical
manual. It must be impossible to close the valve in order to reduce the air flow supply below
the minimum flow rate as specified by the manufacturer.

Result: Requirements entirely fulfilled.

Notice: The MURUROA does not include low air flow indicator.

2.3.10.Exhaust devices (paragraph 4.11. of the project Norm pr EN 1073-1)

The exhaust devices must work correctly after the testing of the pressure in the suit, during
the Practical Performance Test and during the determination of the Fit Factor. Test in
accordance with the Norm 1073-1 (paragraph 5.6.).

Results: Good valves working.
Pull resistance superior to the fixed limit.
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2.3.11.Pressure In the suit (Paragraph 4.12. of the project Norm pr EN 1073-1)

During the activity sequence as specified, the overpressure shall not exceed 1000 Pa mean
and 2000 Pa peak: A positive pressure shall be maintained.
Test is performed with maximum air flow rate D max, as stipulated in paragraph 2.3.2. on
three different suits.

Result: Requirements entirely fulfilled.

2.3.12.Carbon dioxide content of the Inhalation air (paragraph 4.13.-project Norm pr
EN 1073-1)

The C02 content of the inhalation air, determined at the minimum air flow rate, shall not
exceed an average of I % (by volume), tested according to the Norm 270 (paragraph 7.15)
with the minimum air flow rate D min indicated in paragraph 2.3.2, on three diffeent suits.

Result: Requirement entirely fulfilled.

2.3.13. Noise associated with the air supply to the suit (paragraph 4.14 - project Norm
pr EN 1073-1)

Test according to the Norm 270 (paragraph 7.16). The noise measured in the suit at the ears
shall not exceed 80 dB(A) at the maximum air flow rate as indicated by the
manufacturer.Tested at the maximum air flow rate D max as stipulated in paragraph 2.3.2, on
three different suits.

Result: Requirement entirely fulfilled.

3. CHECKINGS

3.1. MARKING (paragraph 6 of the Norm project pr EN 1073-1)

The marking complies with the requirements of the Norms EN 340 and EN 1073-1. According
to the Decree dated February 7 1997 'relative to EEC marking of the working equipment
and of the Personal Protective Equipment", it includes the distinctive number of the entitled
organisation for the procedure of controls of the manufactured PPE (article 11 of the EEC
Directive 891686/EEC).

The symbol Sit is included in the pictogram, in order to show that the manufacturer
instructions should be read by the user..

3.2. MANUFACTURER INFORMATION (Paragraph 7 of the project Norm pr 1073-1)

Information comply with the specifications of the project of Norm pr 1073-1. They include the
Directions for use, the conditions of use, the specific limits and restraints.
Thes documents will be corrected in order to take into account the tests results as
mentionned in this ECEC.
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3.3. MAINTENANCE MARKING

This is aimless, the suit being for one single use only.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Upon presentation of the tests results, the Ventilated - pressurised for a single use only,
MURUROAV4 F1 - ref. 8481X1T is certified to ensure a protection against radioactive
contamination according the following specified limits:

- Minimum air flow rate:

- Maximum airflow rate:

27,0 m3 .h'.

64,2 m3 h'.

The MURUROA V4 F1 is delivered without low air flow rate indicator.

Before using it, the user will have at his disposal the necessary devices to check that the
minimum air flow rate, as specified by the manufacturer is reached or over reached before
and during the use of the suit.
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ANNEX I

Description and references of the equipment certified in the EC
Type Examination Certificate

The different models of equipment, whose generic appellation is MURUROA V4 F1 ref. 8481X1T, and
which are the subject of this EEC type examination certificate (ECEC), are only different on the
following points:

- The type of pipe butt connecting the equipment to the breathable compressed air supply
system.

- The size.

X Indicates the type of pipe butt according to the following values:

Type of butt for connection to References of MURUROA
References the compressed air supply V4 Fe associated

system

X=2 Staubli RBE 06 6150 848121 T

X=3 Staubli RBEO06 848131 T
X"dtrompeur"

X=4 CEJN 342 848141 T

X=8 Staubli RBE 06 QR 848181 T

T Indicates the size of the suit according to the following values:

REFERENCE Height ( cm) Waist measurement (cm)

T=O 152-164 56-64

T=1 164-170 64-68

T=2 170-176 68-72

T=3 176-182 72-76

T=4 182-188 76-80

T=5 188-200 80-88
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User Instructions for Mururoa V4 Fl and V4 MTH2.



NO/841442T

INDICE: e M.T.H.2 And MUROROA
V4F1

DATE : 12/00

PAGE 1/1

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Preliminary remarks: This clothing is to be used under the authority of the person responsible for
Issuing the equipment for its dedicated use:

- the clothing offers the necessary protection for it's intended use.
- Breathable air network, hoses with connectors compatible with that of the clothing, are
actually available on site and that they are capable of supplying a sufficient quantity of air:

minimum flow rate 500 liters/min. +/-10% at 6 Bars; (17 cfm at 85 psig)
maximum flow rate 1100 literslmin. +/- 10% at 6 Bars; (38cfm at 85 psig)

DRESSING
- The wearer, with a helper, visually Inspects the condition of the garment and its components, then
removes the shipping protection (cardboard on the visor and Inside the garment, and removable 'plastic
protections from the visor).
- He enters through the rear opening of the garment and insures that his legs are in the garment.
- Connects to the breathable air network by passing the supply line through the loop at the rear of the
garment, at the same height as the supply valve.
- Connects, If used, the MURUPHONE system, or other communication device through the safety loop
and communication loop and finishes dressing.
- The helper zips up the dual zipper system and applies a large strip of adhesive tape to the upper extremity
of the second zipper at the top to ensure air tightness. He then, ties the over boot laces around the ankles.
- The wearer can control the air supply by turning the adjustment knob. The correct functioning of the
supply flow valve and the over pressure valves can be verified by crouching down rapidly a few times.
- He then is free to enter the work zone.

UNDRESSING
- Undressing may be done in the following manner. While the garment is still being supplied with air, the
helper pulls on the orange undressing strip, which runs from one wrist to the other over the hood. Once the
undressing strip is removed, the helper can split the suit shell by pulling on the hooded area and separating
the suit Into two Identical pieces. The helper rolls up the front and rear parts in a way that traps the
contamination and avoids all contact with the wearer of the garment. (Please consult our video for detailed
undressing techniques).

IMPORTANT
- Leave the work zone immediately if the clothing deflates during the work phase evolution .If the helmet
fogs, or if the person has a feeling of excessive warmth.
- Remember that the clothing remains pressurised for a few minutes in case of an air supply failure

STORAGE
In the original packaging; out of the light; between + 5'C and + 45-C.( 41F and 113'F)

USAGE
The airsupply should be between + 15C and + 45-C. ( 59F and 113-F)

EXPIRY DATE
The clothing should be used by the third year from the date of manufacture.

CLEANING
Not necessary for this type of equipment which is for a single use only.

EMERGENCY FEATURES
- Air outside of the garment can be breathed by removing the safety strip at the front of the helmetthood.
- The undressing strip, removed by the wearer, enables the wearer to self escape t in less than 5 seconds.

* Breathable air: see the EN 132 standard.
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Certificate No. 0073/197/162/01/96/0001 issued for Mururoa V4 MTH2
bv the Institute for Nuclear Protection and Security
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INSTITUTE FOR NUCLEAR PROTECTION AND SECURITY

Technical Center for Nuclear Equipment Certification

In accordance with the directive 8916861EEC dated December 21 th 1989 comparing the laws of the
States Members Legislations relative to the Personal Protective Equipments, and the decrees n' 92-
765,766 and 768 dated July 29h 1992 transposing the directive into French Laws.

The organisation here below mentioned (IPSN / CTHEN) whose references are as follows:

- Address: B.P. no 6 - 92265 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex (France).

- Empowered by Order of the Ministries of Employment and Agriculture dated December 24"
1996.

- Identified under the no 0073 (published In the EEC Official Publication dated July 23 th 1994).

Assigns the:

EC TYPE EXAMINATION CERTIFICATE
N. 0073/ 197 1 162 1 01 196 1 0001

To the following Personal Protective Equipment model:

- Designation: Ventilated Protective Suit against Radioactive Contamination pressurised for a
single use only.

- Commercial reference: MTH 2- ref. 841 442 T.

- Manufacturer: DELTA PROTECTION / REDI - 69 210 Saint-Germain-Sur-LAbresle.

- Certificate applicant: DELTA PROTECTION - ZA. De Berret-30200 Bagnols-Sur-Ceze.

- Essential Requirements Reference: EN 143, pr EN 1073 (nov. 1995), pr EN 943 (august
1995), EN 270, EN 146.

Date: January 10' 1996
G.BRUHL / Chief of CTHEN

Nota: According to article R 223-62 of the 'Working Law", the empowered organisation should be
informed of any modification made to the material subject of this EEC type examination certificate, as
well as of any modification made to the contents of this technical file on which the delivered type
certificate was based on (address, manufacturer name, quality insurance certificate extract, ...)

This certificate contains 12 pages n 119 to 919
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1. DESCRIPTION

It is a Ventilated Protective Suit against Radioactive Contamination ventilated type - pressurised for a
single use only, its name Is:

MTH2 - ref. DELTA: 841 442 T

The T values are defined according to the size of the suit.

The suit includes:

- A air tight suit with an incorporated hood

- A suit fastening system located on the back of the suit.

* A breathable air flow supply system.

- A air exhaust device.

- A safety strip for emergency opening located on the hood.

Front view ProMi

Etxow reinforcement

Valve

- Bootie
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1.1. MAIN MATERIALS

* Skin of the suit:

White polyethylene: Ethyfuge 2000 Thickness: 241100 mm

- Hood:

PE Cristal - 30/100 mm thickness.

* Visor:

PVC (astraglass) 501100 mm thickness.

* Gloves:

PVC Sempersoft type - Size 9-9112, and Semperstar type - size 10-10 Y2..

Boots:

Polyethylene - 24/100 mm thickness, reinforced with PE cristal.

1.2. COMPONENTS

* Internal Ventilation System:

It includes a total ventilation V4 fitted with a valve with CEJN (ref:342) butt.

- Exhaust:

It includes two exhaust valves located on the head and on the back of the suit.

- Fastening device:

It includes a double zip fastener located vertically on the back of the suit.

- Other components:

The suit includes:

- A safety strip for an emergency opening located on the hood.
- A acoustic link tunnel.
* A loop for breathable air supply pipe.
- Several internal strengthening pieces for elbows, knees and legs.
* A transparent window to visualise the dosimeter.

2. CONFORMITY TO REQUIREMENTS

2.1. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MATERIALS (except accessories: Gloves, slippers...)
(See paragraph 5.1. of the prEN 1073)
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2.1.1. Abrasion Resistance

Test according to the Norm EN 530 - method 2 (abrasive paper 00). The classification is
carried out according to the following diagram:

Class Number of cycles
6 > 2 000 cycles
5 > 1500 cycles
4 > 1 000 cycles
3 > 500 cycles
2 > 100 cycles
1 10 cycles

Results: Class 6 for Ethyfuge 2000 - 24/100 mm thickness.
Class 6 for PVC.

.1.2. Flex cracking Resistance

Test according to the Norm ISO 7854 - method B. The classification is carried out according
to the following diagram:

Class Number of cycles
6 > 100 000 cycles
5 > 40 000 cycles
4 > 15 000 cycles
3 > 5 000 cycles
2 > 2 500 cycles
1 > 1 000 cycles

This test is not applicable to suits for one single use only.

2.1.3. Puncture Resistance*

Test according to the Norm EN 863. The classification is carried out according to the
following diagram:

Class Puncture resistance
3 I > 100N
2 > 5ON
I > ION

Results: Class I for Ethyfuge 2000 - 241100 mm thickness.
Class 2 for PE cristal.
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2.1.4. Resistance In blocking

Test according to the Norm ISO 5978. The classification is carried out according to the
following diagram:

Class Comments

2 non stick

1 sticky

This test is not applicable to non-coated materials.

2.1.5. Tear Resistance

Test according to the Norm ISO 9073-4. The classification is according to the following
diagram:

Class Applied strength |
6 > 150 N
5 > 80N
4 > 40N
3 . > 2ON
2 > 10N
I > 2N

Results:. Class 4 for Ethyfuge 2000-24/100 mm thickness.

Class 3 for PE Cristal.

2.1.6.Flammability of materials, visors, and ancillary parts

Tests are carried out according to the Norms EN 1146 - single burner test (paragraph 7.5.3).

Results: Test requirements entirely fulfilled.

2.2. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ACCESSORIES

2.2.1 .Gloves
The gloves set on the MTH2 ref. 841 442 T comply with the specific requirements for
this type of Individual Protection Equipment, mainly to the Norm EN 421 Protective
Gloves against Ionizer radiation and radioactive contamination'.

They have Special EC Examination Certificates (ECEC) based on contracted tests.
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2.2.2.Boots

The boots are part and parcel of the suit and are made of the same constituted material.

Consequently they comply with the requirements.

2.3. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROTECTIVE SUIT

2.3.1. Suit Design: Practical Performance Test
The Practical Performance Test is carried out according to the prEN 1073 (paragraph 6.2.).
The conditioning is according to the manufacturer directions for use.

Parameters Valuations

a) Harness comfort
b) Security of fastenings & couplings
c) Accessibility of adjusting devices
d) Clarity of vision through visor
e) Suit comfort
g) Other parameters

Aimless
Good
Good
Good
Good
No particular notice

2.3.2. Fit Factor (paragraph 5.2.2. of the pr EN 1073)

The protection factor is determined according to the PrEN 944 standard (paragraph 8.9) by respecting
the sequences Indicated in Annex A of the PrEN 1073.
The mean leakage value ( or inversely, the protection factor) enables a clothing classification
according to the following table. The preconditioning according to the instructions for use
recommendations.

Maximum accepted values, in %, of the ratio of the
Ventilated average Inward Leakage Inside the hood.
pressurised calculated on the Mole lot of suits FIT FACTOR

Suit
classification For One activity For all activities

5 0.004 0.002 so 000
4 0.010 0.005 20 000
3 0.020 0.010 10 000
2 0.040 0.020 5 000
1 0.100 0.050 2 000

Results : The suit is classified 5.
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2.3.3.1. Seams, Joins and Assemblages pull test resistance

2.3.3.1. Seams I Welds (paragraph 5.2.3.1 of the pr EN 1073)

A sample of each type of seam/weld is tested according to the Norm ISO 5082 (annex 2).
The seam performance level Is according to the following classification:

Class Seam resistance (N)
5 >300
4 > 125
3 > 75
2 > 50
1 > 30

The tests have been applied to the following welds:

- Elbow and knee reinforcement
- Crotch assembly
- Belt assembly
- Booties assembly

Results: All the welds are classified 3.

2.3.3.2. Joins and Assemblages (paragraph 5.2.3.2. - prEN 1073)

This suit has no removable parts. This paragraph is aimless.

2.3.4 Gas tight (paragraph 5.2.4. of prEN 1073.

The test was carried out according to the EN 464 standard . The loss of pressure shall not be
greater than 4 mbar in 6 minutes.

Results : Test not undertaken as the clothing is not considered as an gastight suit.

2.3.5. Visors (paragraph 5.2.5. of prEN 1073)

The distortion of vision is measured, during the Practical Performance. The mechanical
resistance test of the visor is according to the Norm EN 146 (paragraph 6.6 and 6.7.).

Results: Distortion of vision: Up to requirement.
Mechanical resistance: up to requirement.
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2.3.6. Air supply system (paragraph 5.2.6. of the pr EN 1073)

The couplings and connections must comply with the requirements of the paragraphs 6.7.1..
6.7.2., and 6.11.7. of the EN 270. The connection between the compressed air supply system
and the suit must resist to a 250 N pull.

Result: requirement entirely fulfilled.

2.3.6. Breathing Hose (paragraph 5.2.7. of the pr EN 1073)

Tests are performed according to the EN 270 (paragraph 7.2. and 7.6). The pipes must not
block the movements nor cause a rupture of the air supply during the Practical Performance
Test.

Result: No constraint.

2.3.7. Air supply flow rate (paragraph 5.2.8. of the PrEN 1073)

The test is carried out according to the PrEN 1073 standard (paragraph 6.3).

Result:
Minimal flow rate:30 m3.h1 (500 Vmin 1) for a 6 Bar supply pressure
Maximal flow rate:66 m3 .h-1 (1100 lImin 1) for a 5.5 Bar supply pressure

2.3.8. Airflow rate warning device (paragraph 5.2.9. of the pr EN 1073)

If a warning is fitted, it must comply to the EN 270 (paragraph 6.13.3). The test must be
carried out according to the EN 270 (paragraph 7.12). The sound level must be higher than
85 dB(A).

Result: Aimless (there is no sonic warning device).

2.3.9. Air supply valve (paragraph 5.2.10 of the pr EN 1073)

Where present, the control valve should enable a variation of flow rate between the minimum
and maximum specified values without the possibility of closure.

Result: Requirements entirely fulfilled.

2.3.11.Exhaust devices (paragraph 5.2.11. of the pr EN 1073)

The exhaust devices must work correctly after the testing of the pressure in the suit, during
the Practical Performance Test and during the determination of the Fit Factor. Test in
accordance with the EN 1073 (paragraph 6.6.).

Results: Good valves working.
Pull resistance superior to the fixed limit.
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2.3.12.Pressure In the suit

During the activity sequence as specified, the overpressure shall not exceed 1000 Pa mean
and 2000 Pa peak. A positive pressure shall be maintained.

Result: Requirements entirely fulfilled.

2.3.13.Carbon dioxide content of the Inhalation air

The C02 content of the inhalation air, determined at the minimum air flow rate, shall not
exceed an average of 1 % (by volume), tested according to the EN 270 (paragraph 7.15).

Result: Requirement entirely fulfilled.

2.3.14. Noise associated with the air supply to the suit (paragraph 5.2.14 - pr EN 1073)

Test according to the EN 270 (paragraph 7.16). The noise measured in the suit at the ears
shall not exceed 80 dB(A) at the maximum air flow rate as indicated by the manufacturer.

Result: Requirement entirely fulfilled.

3. CHECKINGS

3.1. MARKING (paragraph 7 of the pr EN 1073)

The marking Is satisfies the requirements of article 7 in the EN 340.

3.2. MANUFACTURER INFORMATION (Paragraph 8 of the pr 1073)

The manufacturers information complies with the specifications in paragraph 8 of the EN 340.
They contain the instructions for use, the usage conditions and the specific limits and
restraints.

3.3. MAINTENANCE MARKING

This is aimless, the suit being for one single use only.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Upon presentation of the tests results, the Ventilated suit - pressurised for a single use only,
MTH 2 - ref. 841 442 T is certified to ensure a protection against radioactive contamination
according the following specified limits:

- Minimum air flow rate: 30 m3.h-' (500 I.min')

- Maximum airflow rate: 66 m'.h".(1100 L.min4)
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Protection Factor determined during fit test exercises for V4 MTH2
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Test Results carried out on the full encapsulated suit
MTH2 ref. 841442T

For the EC Type Examination Certificate
N00073/197/162/01/96/0001

You will find below the detailed results for this equipment in accordance with the Essential
Requirements of the European Standard pr EN 1073-1 (revision Nov 1995). Other results
that are not pointed out in this report are already written in the EC TYPE Examination
certificate (dated December 10th 1997)

1 -'Air Flow entering the suit when connected to a 6 bar feeding pressure (paragraph
.5.2.8. of the EC Type Examination Certificate)

uit Entrance valve position Alr flow feeding pressure air flow (m3/h I
numBar / psig I/mn/ cfm)

1 Fully open 5,5 / 77 66/1100/ 38

1 Closed 6,0 / 87 30/500/ 17

2 Fully open 5,5 / 77 65 / 1080 / 37,8

2 closed 6,0 /87 31 /516 / 18

2 - Carbon dioxide content of the inhalation air when measured at the minimum air
flow (paragraph 5.2.13. of the EC Examination Tvpe)

3 - Noise level associated with the air supply to the suit when tested at the maximum
air flow rate (paragraph 5.2.14 of the EC Examination Type)
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4 - Inward leakage average- Fit Factor measured at the minimal air flow of 45011mn
(paragraph 2.3.3. of the CE Examination Tvpe)

Suit no
1 2

Exercise
Air flow m3lhl Ilmn I cfm 30/ 500 / 17 31 / 516 / 18

Standing still 130 000 130 000

Walking (5 km/h) 59 500 50 000

Moving arms up and down 125 000 125 000
above head

Continuous squats 65 000 81 250

Bending forward 100 000 92 850

Person twisting at waist 115 000 130 000

Standing still 130 000 130 000

Average 103 500 103 440

5 - Pressure in the suit when measured at the maximum air flow when suit connected
under 5.5 bar (77psig) feeding pressure (paragraph 4.12.of the EC Examination Tvpe)

Suit n 1 2

Exercise P ave/ P min/ Pmax P ave; P min, P Max.
daPa. daPa

Standing still 40 - - 38 -

Walking (5 km/h) 40 23 74 100 61 128

Moving arms up and down 40 17 62 46 18 72
above-head

Continuous squats 42 4 86 56 3 110

Bending forward 52 3 104 74 0 162

Person twisting at waist 38 18 58 46 20 110

Person crawling 37 - 40 -

For Information: Both overboots are breaked at the end of the test



6 Over pressure and fit factor when person crawling on the floof as indicated in
paragraph 4.12 and 5.2.2 of the Pr EN 1073-1dated 1995

7 Screen:( paragraph 5.2.5 )

- Distortion of the vision: none
- Mechanical resistance: no incidence on the screen.
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LIST OF COMMITMENTS

The following table identifies those actions committed to by AmerenUE in this
document. Any other statements in this document are provided for information
purposes and are not considered commitments. Please direct questions regarding
these commitments to Mr. David E. Shafer at (314) 554-3104.

COMMITMENT Due Date/Event
The Delta Protection Mururoa model BLU, V4 FI, and V4 MTH2 Within 45 days of
single use suits will be integrated into AmerenUE station NRC approval
respiratory program using the information provided by the
manufacturer.

New lesson plans will be developed to train workers on BLU, V4 Within 45 days of
FI, and V4 MTH2 features, donning, use and removal, cautions NRC approval
and use of mouth strip and tear off strips for routine and
emergency egress, as well as the maintenance of the "powered air
purifying system" that forms an integral part of the product.

Radiation Protection personnel will be provided additional Within 45 days of
training for selection, approval, issue, equipment set-up, operation NRC approval
and maintenance instructions for the BLU, V4 Fl, and V4 MTH2
suit.

Procedural guidance will be developed to ensure single use only Within 45 days of
and appropriate suit disposal after each use. NRC approval

Procedural guidance will be established to ensure AmerenUE Within 45 days of
identified defects and usage problems are reported to the suit NRC approval
manufacturer.


